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Rational

Trauma is a leading cause of  burden worldwide namely in young and healthy 
people. Portugal, mainly in relation to the road traffic collision number, has 
a particular problem. Despite its epidemiologic relevance there is a lack of  
data to allow a reliable characterization of  the problem, namely in terms of  
severity and outcome. When addressing the care of  trauma patients there 
are current paradigms like the trimodal mortality and the golden hour, that are 
not only linked but are also the basis for the design of  most of  the trauma 
systems in the world. However the controversy about the best model for the 
care of  trauma patients in the pre-hospital environment goes on with the 
scoop and run model (also known as BLS and based on the described para-
digms) competing with the stay and play model (also known as ALS). It has 
been emphasised that to find benefit with ALS in pre-hospital one must find 
the specific trauma population that will maximise and profit from ALS.
 
Aims 

The aims of  this thesis are to discuss the trimodal mortality and the golden 
hour current concepts and to raise new paradigms in the sense of  origi-
nal and innovative perspectives and implications for the care of  trauma          
patients.

Research questions 

The thesis addresses 5 research questions. 

summAry

Is the trimodal mortality pattern applicable in a Portuguese Trauma      
System?

1

Is time to definitive treatment at trauma centre an independent factor     
contributing to mortality? 

2
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Does the early treatment of  life threatening events have implications 
for trauma mortality?

Does rurality have implications on trauma patient’s outcome?

Does the early treatment of  life threatening events have negative                    
implications on disability and quality of  life of  trauma survivors?

3

4

5

Methods

This study is based geographically and operationally in the HGSA         
trauma system involving a catchment area of  about 2 million habitants in 
the north of  Portugal. The study that is the basis for this thesis was deve-
loped since 2001 in three different and continuous phases. First, in 2001, 
a trauma registry was  developed in HGSA, the trauma centre for severe 
trauma patients in the trauma system. Then a population based study was 
performed in all the trauma system area to study only trauma deaths. The 
trauma registry includes patient, pre-hospital, first hospital and trauma 
centre variables. Severity coding was done using TRISS methodology. 
Finally in 2003 the follow-up clinic was built and the trauma patient     
disability and quality of  life assessment started. The studied exposure 
and outcomes were: place of  treatment of  life threatening events, time 
to trauma centre, rurality, mortality (in-hospital and after discharge),        
disability and quality of  life at 6 months.

Main findings and the new paradigms:

Mortality distribution in our trauma system has a Tetramodal pattern.

A Golden Approach – treating life threatening events prior to transfer to       
trauma centre – is more important to decrease mortality than a golden hour.

Treating life threatening events early in the pre-hospital setting                   
(pre-hospital ALS) decreased the mortality of  severe trauma patients 
transferred to the trauma centre (mainly from rural areas) but had no 
measurable effect on disability or quality of  life of  trauma survivors. 

ALS in the pre-hospital setting did not have a measurable benefit in         
mortality, disability or the quality of  life of  severe trauma patients directly 
admitted to the trauma centre.

1

2

3

4
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Trauma related disabilities and compromises in quality of  life are still     
important at 6 months after injury.

5

Main recommendations: 

Special attention should be paid to prevention. To decrease deaths at the 
incident scene injury prevention initiatives are the most important ones 
as deaths happening at the scene are inevitable.  

The development of  an effective trauma system and EMS is paramount. 
To reduce the second peak of  death there must be continuous and                         
articulated   effort to support key issues in the chain of  treatment, namely: 
the development of  pre-hospital EMS and in-hospital emergency care; the 
development of  trauma teams and trauma education in general; efforts on 
trauma system development to improve initial stabilization and expedite 
pathways of  transfer to definitive care.

Special attention should be drawn to ICU availability and treatment of           
severe head injury. Concerning the 2 days peak of  mortality, ICU treatment 
is of  paramount importance because mortality is increased due to severe 
head injury and aging of  the population. In the last decades we observed              
enormous advances in resuscitation strategies, acceptance of  damage con-
trol and improvement in diagnostic technology. Now we must put more 
effort into researching the optimal management of  head injuries and old 
patients in the ICU environment. That recommendation is also impor-
tant to deal with the latest 2 weeks peak of  mortality (12%), important to                     
prevent infection and multiple organ dysfunctions. 

The pre-hospital design of  trauma systems and EMS should keep the ALS 
medically based team mainly in areas to whom the trauma centre is a long       
distance or more than one hour away. The pre-hospital presence of  an ALS 
team that is able to deal with life threatening events improves transferred           
patient mortality even if  this prolongs time spent to reach the trauma centre.

1
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It is paramount to establish patient, family and society awareness about the 
burden of  trauma. Rehabilitation strategies that link the other elements of  
the trauma system would be essential to close the loop of  care for trauma 
patients along with a well designed system to facilitate a social, familiar 
and employment (when applicable) integration in society.

The recommendations described above are impossible to accomplish       
without the development of  a national trauma registry.

6
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resumo

Introdução

O trauma é uma causa importante de morte, incapacidade e diminuição da     
qualidade de vida em todo o mundo. Em Portugal este cenário é ainda mais 
grave tendo em conta uma sinistralidade e uma taxa de mortalidade imputada 
ao trauma das maiores da Europa. Apesar desta realidade, em Portugal pouco 
se sabe acerca da gravidade e resultado em termos de mortalidade ou incapaci-
dades resultantes do trauma. Não há, do nosso conhecimento, registos prospec-
tivos de trauma a nível nacional, condição essencial para avaliar e caracterizar 
o problema, procurando respostas e avaliando resultados. Quando falamos no 
desenho de sistemas de trauma há que ter em consideração conceitos como o 
da mortalidade trimodal e o da hora de ouro. Estes conceitos são o suporte para a 
organização dos sistemas de trauma em todo o mundo e, apesar de nem todos 
estarem de acordo com eles, tem sido difícil refutá-los. Estes conceitos estão 
ligados ao modelo de tratamento dos traumatizados no pre-hospitalar designado 
por scoop and run ou BLS. Na Europa, e também em Portugal, os sistemas de 
trauma estão geralmente baseados na presença de médicos e enfermeiros no pré-
-hospitalar (ALS) defendendo a estabilização clínica no local stay and play antes 
do transporte ao hospital. O debate ALS vs. BLS no pre-hospitalar está longe 
de finalizado, não tendo até agora os estudos permitido afirmar uma vantagem     
definitiva do ALS na mortalidade ou morbilidade. Com alguma probabilidade 
para diferentes realidades e para diferentes doentes a resposta poderá variar. 

Objectivos

Os objectivos desta dissertação são discutir os actuais conceitos da distribuição 
trimodal e da hora de ouro lançando novos e originais pradigmas que melhor    
respondam à questão: qual será o melhor modelo de sistema de trauma. 
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Questões a investigar

Para cumprir os objectivos foram levantadas 5 questões: 

Será a mortalidade trimodal aplicável ao nosso sistema de trauma?

Será o tempo que o doente demora desde o acidente até ao centro de       
trauma um determinante da mortalidade?

Terá o tratamento precoce de situações que ameaçam a vida um              
impacto positivo na mortalidade ?

Será a ruralidade um factor independente do resultado do trauma?

Terá o tratamento precoce de situações que ameaçam a vida um im-
pacto negativo na incapacidade e qualidade de vida dos sobreviventes?

1

2

3

4

5

Metodologia

Este estudo recruta doentes do sistema de trauma em que o HGSA é o               
hospital de referência para politraumatizados graves, representando uma área 
geográfica com cerca de dois milhões de habitantes. Este estudo foi iniciado 
em 2001 com a construção e lançamento do registo prospectivo de trauma do 
HGSA. Em 2006 foi feito o estudo populacional de mortalidade em trauma. O 
registo inclui dados relativos ao doente, ao pré-hospitalar, ao primeiro hospital 
e ao HGSA. A metodologia TRISS foi usada para codificação e estratificação 
da gravidade. Em 2003 foi iniciada a consulta de follow-up desenhada para 
fazer o seguimento dos sobreviventes aos 6 meses após o acidente. Estudámos 
como medidas de resultado o local de correcção dos eventos que ameaçaram 
a vida, o tempo desde o acidente até ao HGSA, a ruralidade e ainda a mortali-
dade e a morbilidade (incapacidades e qualidade de vida). 

Resultados principais e os novos paradigmas

No sistema de trauma descrito a mortalidade tem uma distribuição                
tetramodal.

Tratar os eventos que ameaçam a vida antes da chegada ao centro de 
trauma - golden approach - tem um impacto positivo na mortalidade,      
superior ao de encurtar o tempo que decorre desde o acidente até á           
chegada ao HGSA.

1

2
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Tratar os eventos que ameaçam a vida no pré-hospitalar (ALS no pre-
hospitalar) diminui a mortalidade dos doentes transferidos para o         
centro de trauma mas não tem impacto mensurável na incapacidade ou          
qualidade de vida dos sobreviventes. 

O ALS no pre-hospitalar não diminui a mortalidade dos doentes admitidos       
directamente ao centro de trauma nem tem impacto na incapacidade ou 
qualidade de vida dos sobreviventes.

Seis meses após o acidente os traumatizados graves têm ainda incapaci-
dades relevantes que lhes reduzem a qualidade de vida. 

3

4

5

Recomendações

A prevenção deve ser o fulcro de qualquer sistema de trauma. Continuamos, 
apesar de toda a evolução em termos de tratamento, a observar que mais de 
metade da mortalidade ocorre no local do acidente e só a prevenção pode 
impedí-la. 

O desenvolvimento dos sistemas de trauma passa também pelo pré-hospi-
talar e pelas salas de emergência dos hospitais pois é aí que nas primeiras 
horas se verifica o segundo pico da mortalidade. O desenvolvimento de 
equipas de trauma no pré-hospitalar e nos vários hospitais que abordam e 
tratam doentes traumatizados é fundamental para que haja uma metodologia                   
comum nesta abordagem.  

Uma especial atenção deve ser colocada na disponibilidade e tratamento em 
Cuidados Intensivos. É precisamente nos Cuidados Intensivos que se veri-
fica o terceiro pico da mortalidade correspondendo predominantemente a 
doentes com traumatismo crâneo-encefálico grave e mais idosos. Um maior 
investimento no tratamento em âmbiente de Cuidados Intensivos não só 
poderá permitir a redução do terceiro pico da mortalidade mas também do 
quarto pico mais tardio. 

O desenho dos sistemas de trauma deverá manter os cuidados de suporte 
avançado de vida (ALS) no pré-hospitalar principalmente se a distância ao 
centro de trauma for grande, levando a que o tempo de chegada seja supe-
rior a uma hora (predominantemente trauma proveniente de áreas rurais).

1

2

3
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É fundamental o investimento na reabilitação dos sobreviventes de     
trauma permitindo-lhes a recuperação máxima e o retorno ao emprego, 
à sociedade e ao laser. 

As recomendações descritas nos pontos anteriores são difíceis, senão impos-
siveis, de cumprir se não se implementar um registo nacional de trauma.

6
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outline of the thesis

Introduction

The first chapter introduces the trauma burden and the rational behind 
the thesis namely the current concepts of  trauma care (the trimodal     
mortality and the golden hour) and why they need to be discussed.  

Aims and research questions

The second chapter concerns the aims of  the thesis and the research 
questions that were raised.

Generic methods

The third chapter conveys the methodological issues that are common 
to this entire thesis. The trauma system and trauma centre that are the   
geographic and operational basis for this thesis are described in detail. 
The prospective trauma registry and severity methodology used are 
characterised. To close the loop of  care the follow-up methodology is 
explained in detail. Finally outcomes are discussed.

Mortality in trauma – a population study 

This chapter discusses the concept of  the trimodal mortality pattern of  
deaths in trauma. New paradigm that rose is also outlined – a Tetramodal 
Pattern explains better the mortality in a modern trauma system. This 
chapter is based manly on one of  the core papers [Gomes et al., 2008a].

Mortality in trauma – a trauma centre based study 

This chapter discusses the concept of  the golden hour in trauma care. New 
paradigm that rose - a Golden Approach is more important to decrease 
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mortality than a golden hour - is also outlined. This chapter is based manly 
on two of  the core papers [Gomes et al., 2010a (in press)] [Gomes et al., 
2010b (in press)].

Morbidity in trauma – a six months follow-up study 

This chapter discusses the concept of  the golden hour in trauma care           
regarding overall outcomes (mortality and patient centred outcomes). 
New paradigms that rose – A Golden Approach does not increase unfa-
vourable patient centred outcomes – The choice of  pre-hospital approach 
(ALS vs. BLS) for a trauma system should be careful and individualized 
– are also outlined. This chapter is based manly on two of  the core papers 
[Gomes et al., 2010b (in press)] [Gomes et al., 2010c - submitted].

Discussion

In this chapter first common limitations are discussed and then a       
summary of  the main findings is considered. In the end unanswered 
questions are outlined and the need for further research is reinforced.

New paradigms and main recommendations

Finally, recommendations based on the new paradigms outlined in 
this thesis are provided. Recommendations refer to trauma patient 
care and design of  trauma systems. 

References

References are listed in alphabetic order.

Addenda

In the addenda are depicted the trauma registry and follow-up registry 
along with the core papers of  this thesis.
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global burden oF trauma

trauma in Portugal

the looP oF Care For the Care oF trauma Patients

Pre-hospital care controversy

The golden hour concept

The trimodal mortality concept

Patient centred outcomes – closing the loop of  care
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globAl burden of trAumA

Trauma is a cause of  death and disability worldwide. According to the             
Global Burden of  Disease Study, injuries are responsible for 5.1 million 
deaths and for 15.2% of  Disability Adjusted Life Years lost [Krug, 2004; 
Murray and Lopez, 1997].  Road traffic collisions, work related injuries, 
self  inflicted injuries and interpersonal violence are the major aetiological 
factors. Recent World Health Organization (WHO) publications identify 
trauma as the leading cause of  death worldwide in people from 5 to 44 
years of  age. It is estimated that by the year 2020 trauma will be the 3rd  
commonest cause of  death in the world [Krug et al., 2000]. According to 
the WHO more than 1.2 million people die just in road accidents every 
year and as many as 50 million people are injured or disabled. In 2002, road 
traffic accidents accounted for almost 23% of  all deaths from injury [Dyer, 
2004]. In Europe the problem is similar with trauma as the primary cause of  
death up to 44 years of  age [Krug et al, 2002]. 
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trAumA in PortugAl

Portugal, with a population of  about 10 million people, heads the list of              
European countries in terms of  trauma incidence and mortality [WHO, 2005]. 
Trauma is one of  the major causes of  death and injury in Portugal. Road        
traffic accidents are the leading cause followed by work accidents, interpersonal 
violence and self-inflicted injuries. Data from the Portuguese Statistics National 
Department (INE) show that in the year 2004 the total number of  road traffic 
accidents was 63.668 with 53.144 victims. These included 1.135 Fatalities, 4.190 
seriously injured and 47.819 slightly injured. Portuguese in-hospital mortality 
by external cause from ICD-9 was related to trauma in 10.964 people [INE, 
2004]. More detailed data, namely from hospital admissions are difficult to      
obtain in Portugal, making it difficult to achieve detailed figures.

Reports from the European Transport Safety Council show some good news.     
Portugal’s level of  road deaths has been dropping consistently in the last years 
to reach 124 deaths per 1.000.000 inhabitants but is still above the European 
Union average. Prevention programmes had an important role in the changes.                  
Significant modifications to the 1994 Road Code, the main road traffic law in force 
in the country, were introduced in 2005. Among others, there has been an increase 
in sanctions for driving under a more restrictive level of  blood alcohol and psy-
chotropic drugs, excessive speed and infringements of  the use of  seatbelts or child 
restrain systems. In 2002, Portugal has adopted its first National Road Safety 
Plan. The Plan comprises a set of  measures that concern either the strategic level     
(continuous education of  road users; a safe road environment; legal framework 
and enforcement) or the operational level. The European Transport Safety Council 
reports from Portugal that from 1990 to 2005, the number of  injury accidents was 
reduced by 18%, whereby the number of  serious injuries was reduced by 69% and 
the number of  deaths by 53% [TSC, 2006].

To our knowledge there are no prospective trauma registries in Portugal apart 
from the one that is the basis for this thesis. For that reason the knowledge of  the 
epidemiology, severity and outcome of  trauma patients in Portugal is scarce.
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the looP of cAre for the cAre of trAumA PAtients

In trauma care, as in other diseases, the final result depends on several and 
different elements or actions derived from the structure of  care it self  or from 
the process of  care. The basic structure for the care of  the trauma patient is 
the trauma system. A trauma system is an organized, coordinated system for 
the provision of  care to all injured patients in a defined geographic area. The 
elements of  a trauma system are usually: access to care, pre-hospital care,   
hospital care including operating room and Intensive Care Unit (ICU) care 
and rehabilitation facilities. The essential elements of  regionalized trauma 
care include the classification of  all hospitals in the region according to the 
level of  trauma care they can provide and the designation of  tertiary (level I) 
as the hospitals where patients with major trauma should be treated [Sampalis 
et al., 1999].  It has been reported that an organised trauma system has a 
significant impact with regard to trauma mortality reduction [Celso et al., 
2006; Demetriades et al., 2005; MacKenzie et al., 2006; Nathens et al., 2001]. 
A well performed chain of  survival is crucial for these patients starting at 
the incident scene (pre-hospital) and continuing to the place of  definitive 
treatment at the trauma centre, followed by rehabilitation so that the patient 
can return to work and social activities. The European Section of  the WHO 
pointed out that high-quality trauma care can decrease the mortality rate by 
as much as 30% [WHO, 2005]. Effective medical care processes typically 
embody a feedback loop, in which care providers continually assess patient 
condition and take action to improve it.

Pre-hosPital Care Controversy

Most trauma victims gain access to the health care system through the            
Emergency Medical System (EMS). The role of  the EMS is more complex than 
just simply transporting a trauma victim to a medical facility. In pre-hospital 
care there are two conflicting strategies that can be applied to a trauma victim: 
rapid transportation versus field stabilization [Border et al., 1983]. 
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In rapid transportation the victim is moved as fast as possible to a trauma centre 
and minimal time is spent in pre-hospital care. The concept behind it is the gol-
den hour concept that will be discussed later. In the medical literature synonyms 
for rapid transportation are scoop and run and Basic Life Support (BLS). BLS is a 
level of  care that provides non invasive emergency care. The goal of  BLS is to      
transport the patient to definitive trauma care as soon as possible. It includes 
the provision of  basic airway management (e.g. clearing and keeping the airway 
open with basic manoeuvres), and control of  external haemorrhage. BLS is less 
costly because it requires limited equipment and training. 

In field stabilization strategy, patient is stabilized prior to transport, including 
the identification and treatment of  life threatening situations. Synonymous for 
field stabilization are also Advanced Life Support (ALS) and stay and play. This               
approach results in slower access times to hospital care. ALS involves the possi-
bility of  invasive procedures. In contrast to BLS systems, ALS provides advanced 
therapy to the patient at the scene, rather than waiting until arrival at a hospital 
including more sophisticated airway management (e.g., endotracheal intubation), 
cardiac monitoring and defibrillation, interventions to correct pneumothorax, 
haemothorax and cardiac tamponade and administration of  medications between 
others. ALS is relatively expensive to maintain and requires considerable training 
of  medic or paramedic staff  [Messick et al., 1992].

However words like scoop, run and play are misleading even if  there is intent 
to simplify complex issues with current language. All efforts should be made to 
talk about the level of  care, knowledge and skills and most important the actions 
that are needed in trauma situations. The skills cannot be attributed to a specific     
profession (nurses, doctor or paramedics) because the skills of  nurses, doctors 
and paramedics are not the same in every country. From this point on in this  the-
sis ALS and BLS will be the key words for identifying these different strategies. 

The choice of  the optimal pre-hospital model for the care of  the trauma patient 
causes continuing disagreement between experts, despite endless discussions 
and analyses in the literature. Several studies advocated the positive relation-
ship between ALS and mortality in the pre-hospital environment [Abbott et 
al., 1998; Baxt and Moody, 1987; Bunn, 2001; Celli et al., 1997; Liberman et al., 
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2000]. Other studies are in favour of  the BLS model in pre-hospital [Ivatury 
et al., 1987; Potter et al., 1988; Sampalis et al., 1993; Sampalis et al., 1997; Stiell 
et al., 2008]. This issue will be further discussed below.

the “golden hour” ConCePt

The golden hour concept says that if  you act properly and soon enough, in the 
first hour following trauma, then the patient has better chances of  survival. 
Although not a given, this concept has been understood as synonymous with 
rapid transportation to definitive care in the level I trauma centre. This con-
cept comes from United States of  America wartime experience mainly in the 
Vietnam War. Although there is no clear supporting evidence [Lerner and 
Moscati, 2001], this concept is key in the genesis of  all the modern emer-
gency systems that deal with trauma patients worldwide [Blow et al., 1999; 
McNicholl, 1994; Osterwalder, 2002; Tallon, 2002]. In Europe there has been 
traditionally some resistance to adopt the golden hour concept and most EMS 
are physician based with ALS performed in the pre-hospital environment. This 
is also the case of  Portugal.

the ConCePt oF “trimodal mortality”

Another concept linked to that of  the golden hour is the trimodal mortality pat-
tern of  deaths associated with trauma. This concept is based upon a frequently 
quoted paper, in which Trunkey described trauma deaths in San Francisco 
over a two year period [Trunkey, 1983]. This data is more than two decades 
old and comes from a country where the causes of  trauma and the system for 
dealing with it differ from Europe namely Portugal. In this trimodal distribu-
tion trauma mortality can be classically grouped into three peaks: immediate, 
early, and late deaths [Baker et al., 1980]. The first peak of  death occurs at the 
time of  the injury. It may be instantaneous or within the first few minutes 
and is due to overwhelming primary injury to major organs or structures 
such as brain, heart or great vessels. Prevention is the only tool that can be 
used to reduce the incidence of  these injuries. The second peak lasts from the 
end of  this first period to several hours after the injury has taken place. It 
is during this time that many causes of  morbidity and mortality are preven-
table by avoidance of  a secondary injury due to hypoxia, haemorrhage or any        
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process that leads to inadequate tissue perfusion and oxygenation. Most trau-
ma care is focused to this period using a systematic and skilled assessment 
and treatment ai-ming to reduce mortality and disability. This is the classi-
cally defined golden hour. The third peak of  death occurs days or weeks after 
the injury and is usually associated with sepsis and multiple organ failure. 
Recently in the United States this concept has been challenged. Demetriades 
and co-wor-kers described a non trimodal distribution of  trauma deaths in 
Los Angeles County [Demetriades et al., 2005; McGwin et al., 2009]. In 
Europe there are some data contradicting the trimodal distribution of  trauma 
mortality [Di Bartolomeo et al., 2008; Wyatt et al., 1996].  The review of  
the literature addressing this subject led to one of  the aims of  this thesis.

Patient Centred outComes - Closing the looP oF Care

Mortality is the worst consequence of  any disease namely trauma.                  
Additionally, for each death from trauma many more injuries cause hospi-
talization, often with permanent disability. As technology improves, more 
people who suffer severe injury survive and even the less severe forms of  
trauma can result in significant problems that may persist, or even arise 
only after the trauma. To characterize the total burden of  trauma the effects 
of  nonfatal injuries should therefore be added [Krug et al., 2000]. The li-
terature shows that a substantial number of  severely injured patients suffer 
from long term disabilities that have implications for the return to work and 
social activities [Holbrook et al., 1998; Holbrook et al., 1999; MacKenzie 
et al., 1998; Patel et al., 2005; Vles et al., 2005]. Even patients that appear 
physically recovered, may have problems reintegrating into family, work, or 
school that can become apparent afterwards contributing to a decrease in 
the quality of  life [Dijkers, 2004].  

Health as defined by WHO is a state of  complete physical, mental and social 
well-being and not merely the absence of  disease or infirmity. More recently, the 
concept has been extended to include health-related quality of  life. The defi-
nition of  quality of  life linked to health is the perception by individuals of  
their position in life, in the context of  the culture and value systems in which 
they live and in relation to their goals, expectations, standards and concerns. 
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This wide-ranging and patient centred concept is affected not only by 
physical health but also by people’s social relationships, psychological state 
and level of  independence, and by their relationship to salient features of  
their environment. Often, trauma patients receive excellent acute care, but 
then are lost to rehabilitation. The loop of  care must be closed. A signifi-
cant number of  these patients can achieve good function, but will require 
continuous and possibly life long access to various components of  an inter-
disciplinary rehabilitation team. This ensures maximized quality of  life, and 
is one of  the most efficient and cost-effective solutions in the long run. This 
process should start at the initial contact with the patient and  family. It should 
involve close collaboration between the family, patient, emergency physician, 
intensivist, surgeons, psychiatrists, rehabilitation medicine and facilities, the 
workplace and community groups [Dowdy et al., 2005; Hibbard et al., 2002].     
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The aims of  this thesis are to discuss and challenge the trimodal mortality and 
the golden hour concepts and to raise new paradigms in the sense of  original and 
innovative perspectives and implications for the care of  trauma patients.

The thesis addresses 5 research questions: 

Question 1

Is the trimodal mortality pattern applicable in a Portuguese Trauma System? 

Question 2

Is time to definitive treatment at trauma centre an independent factor                      
contributing to mortality?

Question 3

Does the early treatment of  life threatening events have implications for         
trauma mortality?

Question 4

Does rurality have implications on trauma patient’s outcome?

Question 5

Does the early treatment of  life threatening events have negative implications 
for trauma disability and quality of  life of  trauma survivors?
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concePtuAl frAmework

In this chapter the common methods behind all the core papers are described 
in detail. In each of  the next threee chapters the respective methods section 
has specific and detailed explanations. The study that is the basis for this thesis 
was developed since 2001 in three different and continuous phases. First, in 
2001, a trauma registry was developed in HGSA. Then a population based study 
was performed in the whole trauma system area. Finally in 2003 the follow-up 
clinic was built and the trauma patient disability and quality of  life assessment     
started. Table 1 gives an overview of  the thesis conceptual framework.

Table 1  |  Thesis conceptual framework

  Current ConCePts         researCh questions               new Paradigms

“trimodal mortality” RQ 1: Is the “trimodal mortality” 
pattern applicable in a Portuguese 
Trauma System? 1, 3

The Tetramodal Mortality 
pattern

“golden hour” RQ 2: Is time to definitive            
treatment at trauma centre an       
independent factor contributing to 
mortality? 1

RQ 3: Does the early treatment 
of  life threatening events have             
implications for trauma mortality? 1

RQ 4: Does rurality have implica-
tions on trauma patient’s outcome?

RQ 5: Does the early treatment of  
life threatening events have impli-
cations for disability and quality of  
life of  trauma survivors? 1, 2

The Golden Approach     
paradigm

Data Source: 1HGSA trauma registry; 2HGSA follow-up registry; 3Population based data collection
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the trauma system

The trauma system described within this thesis includes part of  the city 
of  Oporto and 4 districts of  the north of  Portugal (Bragança, Vila Real,                          
Aveiro (partial) and Porto (partial)). The trauma system includes several small 
hospitals (corresponding to level IV/V trauma centre: Hospital de Bragança; 
Hospital de Macedo de Cavaleiros; Hospital de Mirandela; Hospital de Chaves; 
Hospital de Oliveira de Azemeis, Hospital de São João da Madeira, Hospital de 
Espinho) and only 3 hospitals with intensive care facilities (corresponding to 
level III/II trauma centres: Centro Hospitalar de Vila Nova de Gaia; Hospital 
de São Sebastião; Hospital de Vila Real). That system comprises a geographical 
area of  15.761.9 square kilometres with a population of  2.530.987 people, from 
whom almost 50% live in the major urban centre, Porto and its surroundings 
[INE, 2004] as seen in Figure 1 also. Figure 2 depicts the hospitals and pre-
defined pathways concerning the trauma system of  HGSA. It is important to 
say at this stage that the trauma system geographical area had several changes 
over time (and namely during the last 3 years) and that the described area is 
actually the HGSA trauma system.

The EMS within this region consists of  a dispatch centre that answers all 
emergency calls (112) and sends the most appropriate resource available. One 
helicopter and 10 fast vehicles with trained medical doctors are available for 
this response [Gomes et al., 2004]. The EMS in this region changed also 
changed over these three years reflecting the objective of  our health system                                                   
administration to increase the medical support in the pre-hospital environment. 
The decision whether or not to dispatch a physician to the field is reached on 
the basis of  the information received on the phone and the available resources. 
As the resources are not uniform for the same seve-rity of  trauma, different 
approaches are possible from an ALS vehicle with doctor and nurse to a BLS 

setting
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ambulance staffed only by fire-fighters with basic skills. If  an ALS resource 
is not available BLS ambulances attend the scene and transport the patient to 
the nearest hospital with an emergency department (ED). If  an ALS vehicle 
is dispatched to the scene, the on scene physician makes the transport decision 
and can bypass the nearest ED for transportation directly to HGSA. Such ALS 
teams with medical involvement are mostly available in or around urban areas. 
As a consequence the level of  trauma care in the designated area is not uni-
form. In Portugal the trauma centre levels, according to the American College 
of  Surgeons [1990], are not used for accreditation; most first hospitals with 
ED are comparable to level III trauma centres and if  a neurosurgical and/or 
intensive care referral is needed the patient is transferred to HGSA, the level I 
trauma centre for this region.

Most patients in this trauma system come from urban areas (62%). Nineteen 
percent of  the patients arrive from rural areas and another 19% from semi - 
urban areas. Urban areas are defined as having a population density superior to 
500 inhabitants/km2; semi-urban areas are defined when there is a population 
density inferior to 500 inhabitants/km2 but superior to 100 inhabitants/km2. 
Rural areas are by exclusion areas where the population density is inferior to 
100 inhabitants/km2 [Gomes et al., 2010b (in press)]. A more in-depth review 
of  population density in the trauma system geographical area can be obtained 
in Tipologia das áreas urbanas, 1998 from INE  [INE, 1998].

the trauma Centre

HGSA is a 600 bedded university hospital with neurosurgical cover and                          
intensive care facilities. No other hospital within this trauma system has     
emergency neurosurgical coverage. HGSA is the level I trauma centre for the 
city of  Porto and a part of  the north of  Portugal. HGSA has about 130.000 
emergency department casualties per year with about 1.800 trauma patients 
[HGSA, 2009]. None of  the hospitals in the trauma system have neurosurgery 
emergency coverage except HGSA. HGSA has no Paediatric or Cardiothoracic 
Surgical coverage. Patients aged less than 16 years old and those who are ex-
pected to need expertise in cardiothoracic surgery are by protocol diverted to 
another specific hospital. Figure 1 shows the trauma system geographical area 
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for HGSA. Most of  the severe trauma patients arrive at HGSA after being trans-
ferred from other hospitals in the trauma system (72%) confirming that HGSA is 
the tertiary hospital for trauma patients in this area. Medical pre-hospital EMS 
attendance was present in 53.6% of  the patients that arrived to the trauma centre. 
Most of  the patients that arrive to the trauma centre need Intensive Care and are 
discharged from the ED directly or indirectly to the ICU in 70 % of  cases [Gomes 
et al., 2010d; Gomes et al., 2010a (in press); Gomes et al., 2008a; Gomes et al., 
2007c; Gomes et al., 2010b (in press)]. 
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Figura 1  |  The HGSA trauma system.
(Source: statistics Portugal, provisional stimates for resident population, from the 
national cartographic series on a scale of  1:50.000, official administrative map of  
Portugal, March 2008)
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Figura 2  |  Hospitals and pathways in the HGSA trauma system.
To the left side districts of  the north of  Portugal are identified, then all hospitals 
are depicted and to the right the pathways of  transfer are shown. The continuos 
lines are the usual pathways. In case of  head injury direct pathways from the scene 
or small hospitals to trauma centre are preferably used.
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overview

A trauma registry provides detailed description of  various aspects of  trauma 
patients and their care. The registry can identify major causes, pattern and 
mode of  injury occurrence, identifying the population at risk. The registry 
continued over a period of  time, will reveal temporal changes in occurrence 
and pattern of  trauma. A registry can serve as a basic ground tool for clinical 
and interventional trials. The registry helps in developing and understanding 
prognosis in trauma management and anticipating future risks. Information 
from a trauma registry will ultimately reveal the socioeconomic burden and 
health needs of  a community.

To decide what and how much data to collect and how to score severity is 
a crucial issue when studying trauma. The first important trauma registry 
was the Major Trauma Outcome Study (MTOS) that started in 1975 in 
the United States of  America. The MTOS cohort has been widely used as 
a benchmark for comparing outcomes in patients with trauma using the 
TRISS methodology. It can be used to identify unexpected outcomes in 
populations and in individual patients [Champion et al., 1990].

Within Europe the Trauma Audit & Research Network (TARN), originally an 
off  shoot of  US MTOS, is a group of  hospitals from all over England, Wales, 
and even other countries in Europe [Yates et al., 1992]. The TARN has been 
operating for the past 20 years and is located at the University of  Manchester, 
United Kingdom (UK). In other words TARN is concentrating the trauma data 
collected from all hospitals in the UK, analysing it and producing epidemiologi-
cal, clinical and audit reports [Patel et al., 2005]. Using its vast experience in 
data collection and analysis, TARN took the initiative to start a European Regis-
try. During 2007 a paper on trauma registry and data collection in Europe was 

the trAumA registry
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published in Resuscitation [Edwards et al., 2007]. In 2008 a group of  experts 
revised the Uttstein template (previously proposed by Basket [Dick and Baskett, 
1999] on trauma registries on the light of  present knowledge and a limited core 
of  data points were proposed to standardize trauma registries in Europe [Kjetil 
G Ringdal, 2008].

variables desCriPtion

The trauma registry started in 2001, uses most of  the core data points from 
the initial and revised Uttstein template and participated for the European trau-
ma registry. Below I make a general description of  the variables. Some of  the         
variables, namely the severity scores and the outcome variables are paramount 
for this study and they are described with higher detail in separated sections. 
Data field definitions are based on internationally accepted standards when pos-
sible, among them International Classification of  Diseases, 9th revision (ICD-9) 
[1990] employed for definition of  external causes of  injury, and mainly detailed 
coding guidelines for each data field from the Uttstein template and the revised 
Uttstein Template for Uniform Reporting of  Data following Major Trauma 
[Kjetil G Ringdal, 2008]. The registry is formally owned by UCIP, HGSA,    
Centro Hospitalar do Porto, Porto, Portugal. The data base that is used to store 
data for the registry is shown in Addenda 4.

The author of  this thesis is educated in injury coding (AIS 98) through a 
standard course of  the Association for the Advancement of  Automotive 
Medicine and was responsible for all severity coding.

Inclusion criteria for the trauma registry are all trauma patients that          
imply trauma team activation for the emergency room of  HGSA. All 
deaths at arrival were excluded. 

Patient variables
Gender and date of  birth were collected for all patients. An anonymous 
number is attributed to allow unidentified data.
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Accident variables
Date and time of  the incident, type of  trauma and mechanism of  injury 
information was collected.

Pre-hospital variables
Data variables are divided in two fields - how is the patient and what was done 
to the patient and the following variables were collected: respiratory rate, heart 
rate, systolic blood pressure, Glasgow Coma Scale, oxygen, intubation, ventila-
tion, venous access, CPR, immobilization, thoracic drainage, cardiac tamponade 
drainage, manitol, blood, fluids. Time from dispatch call to arrival at the scene 
and time when transport to hospital started was also collected.

First hospital variables
Data variables are divided in two fields as for the pre-hospital variables - how 
is the patient and what was done to the patient and the following variables 
were collected: respiratory rate, heart rate, systolic blood pressure, Glasgow 
Coma Scale, oxygen, intubation, ventilation, venous access, CPR, immobili-
zation, thoracic drainage, cardiac tamponade drainage, manitol, blood, fluids, 
interventions in the operating room. Time at arrival in first hospital and time 
to arrival at the trauma centre were also collected.

Trauma centre variables
Data variables are divided in two fields as for pre-hospital and first hospital - 
how is the patient and what was done to the patient and the following variables 
were collected: respiratory rate, heart rate, systolic blood pressure, Glasgow 
Coma Scale, oxygen, intubation, ventilation, venous access, resuscitation, im-
mobilization, thoracic drainage, cardiac tamponade drainage, manitol, blood, 
fluids, interventions in the operating room. Time to first CT scan, X Ray and 
ultra sound was also collected. All lesions were described in detail using the 
sheet protocol, data from images and review of  clinical notes. Outcome status 
variables and severity scoring are described in detail bellow and are variables 
also collected at the trauma centre.
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severity sCores

Severity scoring is a crucial issue in any trauma registry. Attempting to               
summarize the severity of  injury in a patient with multiple traumas with a 
single number is often challenging. Consequently, multiple alternative scoring 
systems have been proposed, each with its own problems and limitations. Cha-
racterization of  injury severity is crucial to the scientific study of  trauma, yet 
the actual measurement of  injury severity began only 50 years ago. The ability 
to predict mortality associated with trauma is perhaps the most fundamental 
use of  injury severity scoring. Unfortunately, trauma mortality prediction in 
the  individual patient is limited as is the use of  any other severity index for 
individual cases. The most important role for injury severity scoring is then in 
trauma care research.  In this trauma registry the TRISS methodology is used 
for severity scoring and will be described bellow.

RTS
The Revised Trauma Score (RTS) is one of  the more common physiologic scores. 
It uses 3 specific physiologic parameters, the Glasgow Coma Scale (GCS), the 
systolic blood pressure (SBP), and the respiratory rate (RR). Parameters are 
code from 0-4 based on the magnitude of  physiologic derangement. The RTS 
has 2 forms depending on its use. When used for field triage, the RTS is deter-
mined by adding each of  the coded values together. Thus, the RTS ranges from 
0-12 and is calculated very easily. An RTS of  less than 11 is used to indicate 
the need for transport to a designated trauma centre [Champion et al., 1981; 
Champion et al., 1989]. The coded form of  the RTS (ranging from 0 to 7.84) is 
used more frequently for quality assurance and outcome prediction. The coded 
RTS is calculated as follows, in which SBPc, RRc, and GCSc represent the coded 
values of  each variable: RTSc = 0.7326 SBPc + 0.2908 RRc + 0.9368 GCSc. 
The GCS is scored between 3 and 15, 3 being the worst, and 15 the best. It is 
composed of  three parameters: Best Eye Response (no eye opening-1; eye opening 
to pain-2; eye opening to verbal command-3; eyes open spontaneousely-4), Best 
Verbal Response (no verbal response-1; incomprehensible sounds-2; inappropriate 
words-3; confused-4; oriented-5) and Best Motor Response (no motor response-1; 
extension to pain-2; flexion to pain-3; withdrawal from pain-4; localising to pain-5; 
obeys commands-6) [Teasdale and Jennett, 1974].
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AIS
In 1969, researchers developed the Abbreviated Injury Scale (AIS) to grade 
the severity of  individual injuries. AIS is an anatomical scoring system. Since 
its introduction, researchers modified the AIS, most recently in 2005, and             
reviewed it in 2008 [Gennarelli and Wodzin, 2006]. The AIS is a consensus-
-derived, anatomically based system of  grading injuries on an ordinal scale 
ranging from 1 (minor injury) to 6 (lethal injury) [Greenspan et al., 1985; 
MacKenzie et al., 1985]. 

ISS
Baker et al introduced the Injury Severity Score (ISS) in 1974 as a mean of  
summarizing multiple injuries in a single patient. The AIS is the basis for the 
Injury Severity Score (ISS), which is the most widely used measure of  injury 
severity in patients with trauma. The ISS is defined as the sum of  squares of  
the highest AIS grade in the 3 most severely injured body regions. The six 
body regions are defined, as follows: thorax, abdomen and visceral pelvis, head 
and neck, face, bony pelvis and extremities, and external structures. Only one 
injury per body region is allowed to be part of  the index, this being one of  
the ISS limitations. The ISS ranges from 1-75, and an ISS of  75 is assigned to 
anyone with an AIS of  6 or non-survivable injury [Baker et al., 1974]. An ISS 
over or equal to 16 indicates a major trauma patient [Young et al., 1991]. 

TRISS
The predictive capability of  any prediction model usually improves with 
the inclusion of  additional relevant information. Champion and colleagues 
exemplified this concept with the development of  the Trauma and Injury 
Severity Score (TRISS). This test combines both anatomic and physiologic 
measures of  injury severity (ISS and RTS, respectively) and patient age in 
order to predict survival from trauma. Recognizing the difference between 
blunt and penetrating injury, researchers developed separate models for 
each mechanism. TRISS quickly became the standard methodology for 
outcome assessment [Boyd et al., 1987]. TRISS uses a logistic regres-
sion equation and determines the probability of  survival (Ps) of  a patient        
using the following formulae: Ps = 1 / (1+e-b); where ‘b’ is calculated from 
the following formula: b=b0+b1(RTSc)+b2(ISS)+b3(ageindex). RTSc is 
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the coded version of  the RTS, and patient age is categorized such that age 
is equal to zero if  the patient is younger than 55 years and age is equal to one 
otherwise. The coefficients will differ for blunt and penetrating trauma using 
a specific table of  values (b0 = -0.4499 for blunt and -2.5355 for penetrating; 
b1 = 0.8085 for blunt and 0.9934 for penetrating; b2 = -0.0835 for blunt and 
-0.0651 for penetrating; b3 = -1.7430 for blunt and -1.1360 for penetrating). 
This is the original model for calculation of  the injured patients’ probability 
of  survival. Because of  its limitations, namely in Europe where the characte-
ristics of  trauma are different from the United States other models have been 
developed and used in other trauma registries [Bouamra et al., 2006]. Severity 
of  trauma will be determined in the different papers and studies within this 
thesis using TRISS methodology. 

outComes

Mortality
Traditionally outcome has been considered in terms of  mortality or        
survival. Mortality was divided into hospital mortality and post-discharge 
mortality. Hospital mortality was defined as death occurring during           
patients stay in the acute hospital. After discharge mortality was defined 
as death occurring either at the rehabilitation hospital or at home.

Patient centred outcomes
Disability
For the purpose of  this thesis disability will be measured using the               
Glasgow Outcome Scale Extended (GOSE). GOSE is a simple hierarchical 
scale developed to allocate people into broad outcome categories (Addenda 
6). It was first developed for head trauma patients but can also be used in 
non traumatic situations. The scale reflects disability and handicap rather than 
impairment; that is, it focuses on how the injury has affected the function in ar-
eas of  life rather than on the particular deficits and symptoms caused by injury 
[World Health Organization, 1980]. It is not intended to provide detailed 
information about the specific difficulties faced by individual patients, but to 
give a general index of  overall outcome [Clifton et al., 1993]. The GOSE 
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was developed to address the limitations of  the original Glasgow Outcome 
Scale (GOS). The GOSE extends the original 5 GOS categories to 8. The 
8 categories are: Dead, Vegetative State, Lower Severe Disability, Upper 
Severe Disability, Lower Moderate Disability, Upper Moderate Disability, 
Lower Good Recovery, and Upper Good Recovery. A structured interview 
has been provided to improve reliability of  rating. Compared to the GOS, 
the GOS-E has been shown to be more sensitive to change in mild to     
moderate TBI [Wilson et al., 1998].

Quality of  life 
Quality of  life is one of  the most important and key non-mortality outcome 
measures after severe injury and critical illness. Health related quality of  life 
(HRQOL) describes the degree of  well-being of  one individual’s life as it 
is affected by accident, injury, disease and treatments. Because of  the acute     
nature of  trauma and it’s relatively transitory effects, to measure HRQOL 
after injury is difficult as it changes over time. How much of  the patients 
changes are due to illness rather than the management of  the disease is not 
known. In severe trauma patients it has been measured using general tools 
like Euroqol-5D [Brooks, 1996; Brooks et al., 1991]. The EuroQol Group 
first met in 1987 to test the feasibility of  jointly developing a standardised 
non-disease-specific instrument for describing and valuing health-related 
quality of  life The EuroQol instrument (EQ-5D) has been in the public do-
main since October 1991 as a standard five-dimensional format [Brooks et 
al., 1991]. The instrument was simultaneously developed in Dutch, English, 
Finnish, Norwegian and Swedish. From them several translations, namely 
the Portuguese, have been made.

For the purpose of  this thesis quality of  life will be measured using EQ-5D. 
EQ-5D is a standardised instrument for use as a generic measure of  health 
outcome (Addenda 7). Applicable to a wide range of  health conditions and 
treatments, it provides a simple descriptive profile and a single index value 
for health status. EQ-5D is designed for self-completion by the patients 
and can be used either by postal surveys, in clinics and face-to-face in-
terviews. It is cognitively simple, taking only a few minutes to complete.                    
Instructions to respondents are included in the questionnaire. The current 
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EQ-5D has a 3-level and 5-dimensional format. In this instrument, health 
is defined along five dimensions: mobility, self-care, usual activities, pain/
discomfort, and anxiety/depression. Each dimension has three levels: no 
problem, moderate problem, or severe problem. In the second part of  the 
EuroQol instrument, respondents recorded their health status on a visual 
analogical scale (VAS), between 0 (worst imaginable health state) and 100 
(best imaginable health state). EQ-5D covers the main health domains that 
are affected by injury. It was therefore thought to describe well a heterogeneous 
injury population and to discriminate among specific injuries. 

exPosures

Place of  treatment of  life threatening events
In addition to the trauma registry data points, supplementary information 
was collected after retrospective review of  the patient’s clinical notes: type 
of  life threatening event; type of  life threatening event treatment and the 
location where the treatment was performed. 

Life threatening event were identified after a retrospective review of  all 
the clinical notes from the pre-hospital scene, first hospital and HGSA. Life 
threatening events were defined as problems in the airway (A), breathing (B), 
circulation (C) or neurological disability (D) that may endanger life if  not 
immediately identified and controlled as taught in trauma courses. When       
several life threatening events were identified in the same patient, we con-
sidered the first one in alphabetic order to be treated, as defined by medical 
educational principles.

Moreover we divided the patients into pre-hospital, first hospital and 
trauma centre depending on the moment when life threatening events 
were treated. So the patients in the pre-hospital group had pre-hospital 
treatment of  the life threatening event; patients in the first hospital group 
didn’t have pre-hospital treatment to their life threatening event that 
was treated in the first hospital; trauma centre group includes patients 
that arrived at the trauma centre with life threatening events not treated                        
previously. The treatment of  life threatening events in the pre-hospital 
setting implied the availability of  an ALS team.
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ATLS® and the European Trauma Course® [Lott et al., 2009; Thies et 
al., 2007] are examples of  educational tools addressing that model. The 
Airway Breathing Circulation Disability approach (ABCD approach) 
is a method of  identifying and treating life threatening events in trau-
ma patients. It is a powerful teaching tool and is taught in different                      
trauma courses and emergency medicine courses for doctors, nurses and                                          
paramedics around the world [Carley and Driscoll, 2001].

In the ABCDE approach the doctor or team in charge starts his involvement 
with the patient by ensuring that a full primary survey is completed. The 
objectives of  the primary survey are to identify and treat any immediately 
life-threatening event. Generally, after major trauma, depending on their 
injuries, patients die most rapidly from airway obstruction, followed by 
breathing problems and then from circulatory failure. Dysfunction of  the 
central nervous system tends to cause death relatively more slowly and 
may be the result of  these problems. Ultimately some injuries may not 
be revealed until the entire patient is exposed and examined. At the end 
of  the primary survey patients should have a clear airway, have oxygen 
on and have the cervical spine immobilized. Adequate ventilation must 
be confirmed. This includes an examination of  the chest to clinically             
exclude or treat immediately life threatening thoracic conditions: tension                
pneumothorax, open chest wound, massive haemothorax, flail chest or car-
diac tamponade. Regarding Circulation and control of  haemorrhage any overt 
bleeding must be controlled by direct pressure. At the same time, the medical 
team leader must specifically look for clinical evidence of  shock using skin 
colour, clamminess, capillary refill time, heart rate, blood pressure, pulse pres-
sure, conscious level and respiratory rate. If  a life threatening event is iden-
tified in circulation intravenous access must be established using two wide 
bore peripheral cannulae and fluids started. Examinations should be started to 
identify the origin of  the problem but (apart from the external haemorrhage) 
usually that is only possible at hospital. Dysfunction of  the central nervous 
system can be a life threatening event. In our trauma system patients with 
neurological problems should be transferred to the trauma centre and if  the 
Glasgow coma scale of  the patient is bellow 8 control of  the airway is also 
mandatory before transfer.
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An Airway life threatening event was considered when an airway obstruction 
was present. A Breathing life threatening event was considered when there 
was clinical evidence of  tension pneumothorax, open chest wound, massive 
haemothorax, flail chest or cardiac tamponade. A Circulation life threatening 
event was considered when there where clinical signs of  shock. A Disability 
problem was considered when there was a GCS inferior to 8.

Time from the incident scene to the trauma centre
Time to trauma centre was defined as time from the accident occurrence 
to arrival at the level I trauma centre (HGSA). Figure 3 shows the loop 
of  care for the care of  trauma patients representing information gathered 
under the HGSA trauma registry and follow-up registry.

In the outcome studies and when possible separated analyses were done for 
patients transferred from other hospitals in the trauma system (transfers) 
and for patients admitted directly in HGSA (primary admissions). Transfers 
were defined as all trauma patients that were admitted to another hospital 
or hospitals before arrival to HGSA. Primary admission patients were the 
trauma patients that arrived at HGSA directly from the incident scene. 

Rural and Urban areas 
We classified patients according to the residence area using the INE                     
classification, Tipologia das áreas urbanas, 1998 [INE, 1998]. Patients 
were divided in three groups according to residence area: R (rural), SU                    
(semi-urban) and U (urban).

Urban region: Region that has a population density superior to 500 inhabi-
tants/km2 or a region that has a place with more than 5000 inhabitants. 

Semi-urban region: Non Urban region that has a population density 
superior to 100 inhabitants/km2 or a region that has a place with more 
than 2000 inhabitants.

Rural region: A region not classified as urban or semi-urban. 

1

2

3
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Patient Variables
Age, gender

Accident Variables
Type of  injury

Mechanism of  injury
Time of  the accident

Urban vs Rural

First Hospital and HGSA 
variables

Patient status
Life threatening events

Interventions
Severity scores
Time to HGSA

LOS
Mortality

Trauma and 
follow-up registries

Pre-hospital variables
Patient status

Life threatening events
Interventions

Mortality

Patient centred outcomes
Disability

Quality of  life

Community

HosPital

Figura 3  |  The loop of  care for the care of  trauma patients.
Information gathered under HGSA trauma and follow-up registries.
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the follow-uP clinic

At six months all trauma survivors were contacted to come to a follow-up 
consultation. In that consultation a structured interview and several outcome 
measures were applied to identify the outcome status and problems that might 
need intervention. The instruments used for the purpose of  this thesis are 
discussed below. However this follow-up clinic is meant to observe also all    
patients that were admitted to intensive care in HGSA and the spectrum of  
tests and observations is broader than those we present here. In Addenda 5 the 
data base that collects the information is shown.
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stAtisticAl methods

Descriptive analyses of  background and severity variables, life threatening 
events and questionnaire variables were undertaken. Continuous variables 
were expressed as means ± standard deviations for symmetric variables and 
medians and inter-quartile range for asymmetric variables. The categorical 
variables were expressed as absolute and relative frequencies. Pearson Chi 
Square was used to analyze categorical data. ANOVA and T test were used for 
variables with symmetric distributions, and Mann Whitney or Kruskall Wal-
lis for asymmetrical data. P<0.05 was needed for significance. To assess the 
predictive effect of  different variables on mortality, several logistic regression 
models were constructed, with mortality as dependent variable and population 
characteristics and the place of  correction of  life threatening events as inde-
pendent variables. Models were built using different independent variables 
from previous well known prognostic trauma models like TRISS and Pro-
bability of  Survival 04 variables.[Boyd et al., 1987] [Bouamra et al., 2006] 
[Perel et al., 2008] Analysis was performed with the statistical software 
package SPSS 15.0 for Windows. Specific statistical methods are described 
in detail in each of  next chapters.

The mortality distribution with time analyses, were done using the variable 
time transformed applying a natural logarithm [Gomes et al., 2008a]. A 
logarithmic scale was used because of  its properties and also because of  
data characteristics. Data showed that mortality was concentrated in the 
first hours falling quickly subsequently - that is a rather high number of  
deaths in the first hours followed by few deaths at two weeks post in-
jury. Therefore, the logarithmic scale is more appropriate for describing 
the frequency distribution with time as it allows more comprehensible re-
presentation of  the frequency of  events. In a logarithmic scale when there 
are a high number of  events the time intervals are shortened showing a 
better understanding of  what is happening; when events are rarer, the 
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time intervals are longer allowing the coverage of  a longer range of  time 
values. Consequently, the depiction of  events from applying that methodology 
is more representative and better illustrates death distribution. For mortal-
ity distribution the variable time to death (in minutes) was transformed using 
a natural logarithm thus creating a new continuous variable. The next step 
was to recode the new continuous variable into intervals with the same range 
(one logarithmic unit). Then to each logarithm unit interval we corresponded 
a time interval in minutes again. We used the minute’s logarithm and not hours 
or days logarithm because it gave a better representation of  our results mainly 
because of  the relatively high number of  death events in the first hours and 
the subsequent clinical implications.

Survival Kaplan Meyer, or survival, curves were used to compare mortality 
in the different subgroups of  patients. These curves are described in detail 
in specific chapters.

To assess the predictive effect of  different variables on mortality, several 
logistic regression models were constructed, with mortality as dependent 
variable and population characteristics and the place of  correction of  life 
threatening events as independent variables. These models are described 
in detail in specific chapters.
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ethicAl considerAtions

The publications in this thesis are based on aggregated and anonymized data 
from HGSA trauma registry and follow-up clinic registry. No additional          
interventions were made for the studies described herein so this thesis is based 
on observational data. The HGSA committee for research ethics approved the 
thesis development. Whenever data from other hospitals was used administra-
tive and/or ethical consent was given before data collection.  All information was 
kept confidential and not disclosed to any persons.         
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bAckground And Aim

In the trimodal distribution of  deaths [Trunkey, 1983] trauma  mortality is 
classically grouped into three peaks: immediate, early, and late deaths. The 
first peak of  death occurs at the time of  the injury and is related to the                       
severity of  the primary injury to major organs or structures such as brain, 
heart or great vessels. It is stated that only prevention can reduce the inci-
dence of  these injuries. The second peak lasts until several hours after the in-
jury has taken place. It is during this time that many causes of  morbidity and 
mortality are preventable by avoidance of  a secondary injury due to hypoxia, 
haemorrhage or any process that leads to inadequate tissue perfusion. The 
third peak of  death occurs days or weeks after the injury and is usually due to 
sepsis and multiple organ failure. This concept is in part responsible for the 
genesis of  all the modern emergency systems that deal with trauma patients 
all over the world [Tallon, 2002], [Osterwalder, 2002], [McNicholl, 1994], 
[Blow et al., 1999]. However the trimodal distribution of  trauma deaths 
is being increasingly challenged both by European and American authors 
[Demetriades et al., 2005] [Di Bartolomeo et al., 2004; Wyatt et al., 1996]. 
The basis for the need to confront this concept is the evolution in trauma 
care over the last decades and the way it might have influenced mortality. 
Another reason arises because in Europe the pattern and type of  trauma, 
mechanism of  injury and design of  trauma systems are different from the 
US, as studied by Trunkey.

The aim of  this chapter is to understand the distribution of  death in trauma 
patients using data from a Portuguese trauma system and to determine whether 
the trimodal distribution of  deaths applies to time of  death after injury. 
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PAtients And methods

All trauma deaths occurring between August 2001 and December 2005 in the 
trauma system area of  HGSA were. Trauma patients admitted to HGSA out 
of  the geographical region previously described were excluded. Patients aged 
less than 13 years of  age were also excluded because they are by protocol       
diverted to a paediatric hospital. 

aCCident sCene deaths

A death was classified as being at the scene of  the accident when the death 
occurred at the incident scene or before arrival to hospital. Data concerning 
scene deaths were recovered from the INE and the RTA prevention registry 
(Direcção Geral de Viação - Observatório de Segurança Rodoviária).

hosPital deaths

Data were recovered from the prospective trauma registry in HGSA and 
through ICD-9-CM (The International Classification of  Diseases, 9th      
Revision, Clinical Modification) [1990] and the Portuguese adaptation 
of  Diagnosis Related Groups (DRGs) [1996] in all other hospitals. The      
inclusion criteria were the presence of  an external cause in the admission 
diagnosis (ICD9 E800-E999). We excluded all the patients with poisonings 
and overdoses (ICD9 E850-E869), drowning and suffocation (ICD9 E910-
-E915), burns (ICD9 E890-E899), iatrogenic accidents (ICD9 E870-E879) 
and patients that died after hospital discharge. Isolated hip fractures in pa-
tients over 65 years of  age were also excluded. We also classified hospitals 
according to the American trauma centres designation levels to be able to 
compare with other trauma systems [1990]. 
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time to death

Time to death was defined as the time between the accident occurrence 
and death. If  the time of  the accident was not recorded we estimated it 
from the location of  accident and time of  arrival at the first hospital. That 
estimation used a consensus process to determine time from accident to 
death that was applied in 31% of  all deaths. 

The Trunkey Curve
Concerning time to death different time intervals were considered. At first 
victims were classified into several groups according to time of  death to 
compare with the classical trimodal distribution: death out of  hospital 
(Deaths at scene) death in the first 4 hours in hospital (Deaths < 4 hours) 
and all deaths after 4 hours (Deaths > 4 hours). 

The Natural Logaritm of  Time
Then, in order to improve the study of  mortality distribution, the                           
variable time to death measured in minutes was transformed applying a natural           
logarithm function. The transformation using the natural logarithm created 
a new continuous variable. The next step was to recode this new variable 
into intervals with the same width, i.e. one logarithmic unit. Then, to each 
logarithm unit interval a time interval expressed in minutes was corresponded 
thus creating the final time intervals.
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mAin results

PoPulation CharaCteristiCs

During the studied period, there were 1811 trauma deaths in the HGSA        
trauma system. Patients aged less than 13 years (79 deaths) and 296 patients 
that had more than 65 years of  age and had an isolated hip fracture dying of  
a non traumatic cause were excluded; this resulted in a study of  1436 deaths 
over a period of  53 months. 752 (52%) patients died at the scene without 
reaching hospital care. 239 (18%) patients died in the level I trauma centre 
(HGSA), 287 (21 %) died in a level III trauma centre and the remaining 158 
patients (11%) in a level IV/V trauma centre. In hospital deaths happened 
mostly in the emergency department (52%) with 274 deaths in the emergency 
room and 82 occurring in the operating room. 207 deaths occurred in the in-
tensive care unit (30%) and 18% in the wards. 76% were male and 24% female 
with a median age of  43 (25 percentile = 27; 75 percentile = 67). Only 5% of  
cases were injured by penetrating trauma. In patients injured by blunt trauma 
the majority were caused by RTA (74%), falls were the cause in 13% and oth-
ers accounted for 13%. It was not possible to identify the dominant injury in 
the patients that died at the scene and in the first few hours in hospital (68% 
of  all deaths). From those with an identifiable injury, head injury was the 
dominant injury in 70% of  cases, abdominal trauma was the dominant injury 
in 31 patients (7%), spinal trauma in 4%, pelvis and extremities in 6% and 
thoracic trauma in 13% of  the patients. When comparing the characteristics 
of  various types of  injury we see that deaths due to penetrating trauma occur 
in younger and predominately male patients (p<0,001) and more frequently at 
the scene of  injury (p=0,003). When comparing the population characteristics 
for mechanism of  injury we also find significant differences. Patients that die 
as a result of  RTA are younger and more likely to die at the scene (p<0,001) 
than patients who fall or have other mechanisms of  injury (Table 2). 
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*Pearson Chi-Square test; **Dominant Injury was known in 440 patients.

Table 2  |  Characteristics of  trauma deaths

                                  tyPe oF injury                   meChanism oF injury

Total        Penetrating      Blunt     P*         rta         Other      P*

Age, n (%)

Gender, n (%)

< 60

> 60

Male

Female

Time to Death,

       n (%)

Death at scene

Death>4 hours

Death>4 hours

Death to hospital,

       n (%)

Level I

Level III

Level IV/V

at Scene

Dominant Injury,**

       n (%)

Head

Thorax

Abdomen

Pelvis/extremities

Spine

n=1436 n=77 n=1359 n=1059 n=296

970     (67)

466     (33)

1089   (76)

344     (24)

752     (52)

228     (16)

456     (32)

239     (35)

287     (42)

158     (23)

305     (70)

56       (13)

31        (7)

25        (6)

20        (4)

69(90)

8(10)

75(97)

2(3)

45(58)

8(11)

24(31)

21(27)

9(12)

2(3)

45(58)

20(74)

3(11)

3(11)

1(4)

0(0)

901(66)

458(34)

1014(75)

342(25)

707(52)

220(16)

432(32)

218(17)

278(20)

156(11)

707(52)

288(70)

53(13)

28(7)

24(6)

20(4)

787(75)

262(25)

801(76)

246(24)

699(67)

168(16)

182(17)

121(11)

144(14)

85(8)

699(67)

125(70)

27(15)

17(9)

95(5)

2(1)

104(35)

192(65)

199(67)

96(33)

8(3)

50(17)

238(80)

118(32)

138(37)

64(17)

53(14)

180(72)

27(11)

10(4)

14(6)

18(7)

<0.001

<0.001

0.346

0.003

<0.001

<0.001

<0.001

0.005
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time to death

The Trunkey curve
Figure 4 shows the temporal distribution of  deaths, using exactly the same 
time frame that Trunkey used when he developed the trimodal mortality 
concept in trauma. In our population we found a different distribution but 
still in three peaks: 52% of  the patients died at the scene, only 16% died in 
the first 4 hours and all the rest (33%) died after that period. The proportion 
of  deaths after one week was only 8%. 

Figura 4  |  Comparison with the trimodal concept after Trunkey.
Portugal and Trunkey’s number of  deaths were normalised per 1000 deaths.

The natural logarithm of  time 
Figure 5 shows death distribution using a logarithmic scale in minutes 
where deaths are concentrated in the first 2 days (84%). Using logarith-
mic transformation 4 peaks appeared and are well identified (deaths at the 
scene, deaths in the first few hours, deaths in the first two days and finally 
deaths in the second week) that we named as 2 minutes, 2 hours, 2 days and 
2 weeks peak. Table 3 shows differences in background between deaths in 
the different peaks.
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Figura 5  |  Death distribution over time in a natural logarithmic scale in minutes.
(m = minutes; h = hour; d = day)

Table 3  |  Death characteristics concerning time to death

                         time to death

2 minutes (1)       2 hours (2)        2 days (3)           2 weeks (4)             P*

Age

Gender

< 60

Male

n (%) n (%) n (%) n (%)

594(79)

587(78)

205(64)

232(73)

103(57)

141(78)

68(37)

127(69) 0.026

<0.001

Mechanism of  injury

Penetrating 45(6) 11(3) 13(7) 8(4) 0.227

Death at hospital

Level I - 64(20) 87(48) 88(48)

Level III - 162(51) 56(31) 69(38) <0.001

Level IV/V - 93(29) 39(21) 26(14)

Head Injury**

No - 12(19) 0(0) 9(10) <0.001

(1) Death in the place of  accident; (2) before 18 hours; (3) between 19 hours and 3 days; (4) after 4 
days; *Pearson Chi-Square test; ** Level I trauma centre deaths (n = 239).
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Figures 6 and 7 show in a graphic way the differences in age, gender 
and type of  hospital proportion of  deaths. The 2 days peak was built 
upon   older patients and head trauma patients that died in ICU hospitals.                            
Previous reports from 2006 also showed that this new peak was dominated 
by head trauma and older patients [Gomes et al., 2006a].

Figura 6  |  Comparison of  proportion of  deaths regarding type of  hospital.
Death distribuition over time in a natural logarithmic scale in minutes.

Figura 7  |  Comparison of  proportion of  deaths regarding age and gender.
Death distribuition over time in a natural logarithmic scale in minutes.
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limitations

Limitations are discussed in detail in a specific chapter; however some     
limitations need to be addressed now as they have implications for the 
comprehension and interpretation of  this study. One limitation of  this 
study is that data were collected from several sources. This limited the 
scope for collecting data concerning dominant injury from the patients 
who died at the scene, and most of  the patients who died in the emergency 
room in different hospitals (68% of  missing data of  dominant injury). This 
meant the analysis of  dominant injury was confined to the data collected at 
the  level I trauma centre (HGSA). However it might not create an impor-
tant bias when we analyse dominant injury in the 2 days and 2 weeks peak 
because the majority of  those deaths happen in the level 1 trauma centre 
where we have recorded the dominant injury for all deaths. It is not possible 
to conclude what was the dominant injury for patients dying in  the 2 minutes 
and 2 hours peaks .

ePidemiologiCal variations

Regarding to the type of  trauma and the mechanism of  injury a                                
specific sample was found that is different from the US but also from other                                 
European countries. Penetrating trauma contributes to only 5% of  all trauma 
deaths and that is completely different from the US, where depending on the 
city, penetrating trauma accounts for 50% of  all deaths. Our numbers are 
similar to what happens in other European countries but even less peo-
ple die because of  penetrating injury. One possible explanation is the fact 
that Portugal has more RTC than other European countries lowering the     
proportion of  penetrating injuries. In European studies the incidence of  
penetrating trauma causing death varies from 8% [Wyatt et al., 1996] 

discussion
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and 13% [Soreide et al., 2007]. In a previous Portuguese report the inci-
dence of  penetrating trauma in a cohort of  severe trauma patients was 6% 
[Santos et al., 2006c]. The characteristics of  penetrating trauma deaths 
are significantly different to those of  blunt trauma. It involves younger 
males and more deaths at the scene. In relation to the mechanism of  injury 
road traffic accidents are the main cause of  trauma fatalities and involved        
mostly young males. Only 13 % of  deaths are caused by falls and that 33% 
of  the falls patients that died were more than 60 years of  age – this  is 
similar to other European studies [Boto et al., 2006]. It seems that as time 
passes, deaths are more likely to occur in older people and they occur more in 
the level I trauma centre, the place for definitive treatment. Again the ageing 
of  the population along with the distribution of  levels of  care are a possi-
ble explanation. Other reports from Europe have highlighted the importance 
of  the aging of  population [Aldrian et al., 2007; Di Bartolomeo et al., 2004; 
Probst et al., 2009] and also reports from around the world talk about its im-
portance [Lee et al., 2006].The differences in type of  trauma, mechanism of  
injury, gender, age and dominant injury can help in understanding our results 
and serves as a guide to discuss main recommendations.

the tetramodal Pattern oF deaths

Trunkey developed in the early eighties the trimodal concept of                     
mortality distribution [Trunkey, 1983]. As stated previously this is one 
of  the concepts this thesis discusses. 

Nevertheless recognizing the importance of  the comprehensive            
graphic Trunkey used to describe trimodal mortality pattern, the same 
time divisions were used to assess mortality in this trauma system.                   
Several interesting differences were found. The percentage of  deaths on 
scene was similar to Trunkey’s (52 %) but this was the only similarity 
with the trimodal concept. Acute hospital deaths (first 4 hours) accounted 
for only 15 % of  all deaths versus 30% from Trunkey. Late deaths (after 
the first 4 hours) occurred in 35% of  all fatalities versus 20% from Trun-
key’s description. It was to study these differences in detail and based on 
our data characteristics that a logarithmic time scale in minutes was used. 
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It showed 4 distinct peaks that we named after 2 minutes, 2 hours, 2 days 
and 2 weeks for a more comprehensive analysis. 

Analysing the characteristics of  our trauma population was paramount 
to understanding our death distribution. A third peak at 2 days was the 
main difference compared to the classical trimodal distribution of  deaths. 
Head injury and older patients contribute most for the 2 days peak 
and these patients died predominantly in ICU. Head injury is the main                           
dominant injury and death distribution along time differs for patients with 
and   without head injury. Head injury patients are the main contributors 
for the 2 days and 2 weeks peaks. The contribution for the 2 days peak 
also varied between hospitals with the level I (HGSA) and other hospitals 
with ICU having most of  the cases. A study using authopsy data showed 
recently that head injury is the main cause of  death after 3 hours from the 
incident scene [Bansal, 2009].

The reason for the manifestation of  the 2 days peak could be related also to the 
improvement of  emergency care that reduces the proportion of  patients that 
die early on scene and at 2 hours. This theory is also described by Stocchetti 
[Stocchetti, 2001] reporting that the quality of  the trauma system affects 
outcome in a negative way because a better trauma system produces lower 
rates of  favourable outcomes. This paradox is owing to the fact that a more 
efficient pre-hospital system brings to hospital even the most severe cases.

In recent years several authors have also discussed the trimodal mortality 
concept mainly arguing that the distribution was either bimodal or no mo-
dality was observed in their reports. The different reports discussing the 
trimodality distribution of  death over time use different scales and intervals, 
making it difficult to compare to Trunkey’s paper and also to compare with the 
present study [Demetriades et al., 2005; Demetriades et al., 2004; Sauaia et 
al., 1995]. Pang reports from Australia that no trimodal mortality was found. 
The authors follow a methodology similar to ours but with different time 
intervals that are not comparable to ours or to Trunkeys. Nevertheless they 
are able to find a peak in pre-hospital and another in the first 2 days [Pang 
et al., 2008]. Some European reports also argue against the trimodality of  
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death in trauma. Wyatt reported data from Scotland UK, showing again 
an exponential decline with time, but again the time frame is not the same 
[Wyatt et al., 1996] and a linear decrease with time was also reported 
recently from Norway [Soreide et al., 2007] and from the Netherlands 
[de Knegt et al., 2008]. Di Bartolomeo also presented epidemiological 
data from a population-based study in a region from Italy in a graphic way 
with a time interval similar to Tunkey [Di Bartolomeo et al., 2004]. They 
showed that the third peak was bigger than expected but they do not try 
to find a different death distribution. None of  the studies mentioned in this 
paragraph use the same time periods Trunkey used resulting in inability 
to compare, and being an important limitation. However almost all the 
studies mentioned use a time continuum scale reporting no pattern in the 
mortality distribution. 

The main advantage of  the present study is the ability to compare with 
Trunkey’s time intervals and at the same time identify the need for a 
common report of  deaths over time to avoid misunderstandings and                             
confusions. Another important goal is the proposal of  a uniform method 
to report deaths over time – the used of  a logarithm of  time scale. The 
advantages of  the logarithm of  time have been previously mentioned in this 
chapter but the most important one is the capability to make the link between 
data and the clinical problems making easier to explain how death happens 
with time in trauma. That was also the main advantage of  the Trunkey’s        
pattern although he did not use a logarithm scale.
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bAckground And Aim

In previous chapters the golden hour concept has been described and the 
main reasons why it deserves to be challenged have been raised. In this 
chapter the golden hour paradigm will be discussed in detail. In coun-
tries without physicians in the pre-hospital field it makes sense to bring              
patients to hospital as soon as possible. The same might not be true 
for most countries in Europe where an EMS with physicians has been                        
developed over decades and where the policy is to bring the physicians to 
the patient instead of  bringing the patient to the physician. However it has 
been difficult to prove the positive effect of  the physician based EMS. In 
fact it has not been proved till present. It has been advocated that there is 
a need for randomized controlled trials or studies that maximize the effect 
of  physician based EMS so that the benefit of  the physician based EMS 
can be proved. To ad controversy to that subject ALS in the pre-hospital 
setting is accomplished by other professionals like trained paramedics      
depending on the country or trauma system. So it is clearer to talk about 
ALS vs. BLS (skills based) than physicians vs. paramedic’s vs. ambulance 
man (profession based).  

The aim of  this chapter is then to challenge the golden hour concept using 
data from a trauma registry. The 2 research questions raised are:

Is time to definitive treatment at trauma centre an independent factor   
contributing to mortality? 

Does the early treatment of  life threatening events have implications for 
trauma mortality?

1

2
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PAtients And methods

setting

HGSA and the EMS in the trauma system have been described in detail 
in the methods section. The resources are not uniform in the trauma sys-
tem implying that for the same severity of  trauma different approaches 
are possible. An ALS vehicle staffed with physician and nurse or a BLS 
Ambulance staffed only by fire-fighters are the two options. ALS vehicles 
are increasing in number but not enough to cover all regions particularly 
rural ones. By protocol if  a BLS ambulance is dispatched to the scene the 
patient will be transported to the nearest hospital. Then if  the patient 
needs specialised treatment it will be transported to HGSA. If  an ALS 
physician based vehicle is dispatched to the incident scene the physician 
in charge makes the transport decision. 

design, Patients and deFinitions

Inclusion and exclusion criteria
All severe trauma patients admitted to the emergency room of  HGSA 
between August 2001 and December 2006 with a life threatening event 
identified were analysed. We excluded 33 patients without information 
about life threatening events.

A separated analysis was performed for transfers and primary admissions. 
Transfers and primary admissions produce different case mix of  patients    
concerning mortality analysis having in consideration the Tetramodal                 
Pattern of  mortality in this trauma system. Transfers and primary admissions 
produce different groups of  place of  treatment of  life threatening events and 
the junction analysis would not be clear. For the purpose of  this study only 
transfers were analysed so patients arriving via primary transportation to 
the trauma centre (n=289) were excluded from our subsequent analysis. 
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Life threatening events
In addition to the trauma registry data, the following information was 
collected after retrospective review of  the patient’s clinical notes: type of  
life threatening event; type of  life threatening event treatment and where 
the treatment was performed (pre-hospital, first hospital or trauma centre) 
thus identifying the three groups of  patients that will be compared from 
this point on.

To avoid retrospective case definitions of  head and severe injury as               
opposed to what the pre-hospital personnel identifies at the scene (pre-
hospital personnel at scene will not always know whether or not the        
unconscious trauma patient has a head trauma or its real severity) the 
study of  all patients with a life threatening event was performed. Life 
threatening events were defined as problems in the airway (A), breathing 
(B), circulation (C) or neurological disability (D) that may endanger life 
if  not immediately identified and controlled as taught in trauma courses. 
The Airway Breathing Circulation Disability approach (ABCD approach) 
is a method of  identifying and treating life threatening events in trauma 
patients. It is taught in different trauma courses and emergency medicine 
courses for doctors, nurses and paramedics around the world [2004; 2004; 
Lott et al., 2009; Thies et al., 2007]. To be able to identify and treat all 
life threatening events in the pre-hospital scene implies that a specialized 
medical team is dispatched to the accident scene in this particular trauma 
system. In other countries and trauma system designs it has been argued 
that this objective might be achieved with paramedics.  However it is not 
the purpose of  this study to discuss physicians vs. paramedics in the pre-
hospital scene and skill based approach will be done (ALS vs. BLS). The 
treatment of  the life threatening events was done either in the pre-hos-
pital scene, in the first hospital to where the patient was transported or 
only in the trauma centre. The correction of  life threatening events was 
done in pre-hospital when a physician based ALS team was dispatched to 
the scene. 

There is no clinical justification for the transfer of  patient with life                     
threatening events from one hospital to HGSA. A Golden Approach (GA) was 
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defined if  treatment of  life threatening events was done pre-trauma centre. In 
other words patient had a GA if  all life threatening events were corrected in 
the pre-hospital or first hospital phases. If  the required intervention was done 
later (in the trauma centre), the patient was classified as not having a GA.

When several life threatening events were identified in the same patient, 
we considered the first one in alphabetic order to be treated, as defined by 
medical educational principles. 

Time to trauma centre
Time to trauma centre was defined as time from the accident occurrence 
to the arrival at HGSA. 

Outcomes
The analysed outcomes were place of  treatment of  life threatening events 
and crude hospital mortality, then adjusted for casemix.

Statistical analysis
The descriptive analysis was made using appropriate summary tests.        
Survival Kaplan Meier curves were done for patients both with and without 
GA. A test of  equality of  survival distributions was done using Mantel-Cox 
regression. To assess the predictive effect of  the GA on mortality, several 
logistic regression models were constructed, with mortality as dependent 
variable and population characteristics and GA as independent variables. 
Models were built using different independent variables from previous well 
know prognostic trauma models [Boyd et al., 1987] [Bouamra et al., 2006] 
[Perel et al., 2008]. 
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mAin results

PoPulation CharaCteristiCs

Between 2001 and 2006, 1050 trauma patients were admitted to the                
emergency room of  HGSA and enrolled in the prospective registry. A total 
of  727 patients were included with a mean age of  44 years (SD=21). The                   
majority were male (78%; n=570) and had sustained injury trough blunt      
trauma (95%; n=690) with traumatic brain injury (TBI) in 87% of  cases. The 
context of  injury was road traffic collision (RTC) in 58% of  cases (n=422). All 
patients had severe trauma with a median Abbreviated Injury Score (AIS) in 
the head of  4.1 (SD=0.9), a mean Injury Severity Score (ISS) of  26 (SD=11) 
and Revised Trauma Score (RTS) of  5.8 (SD=1.3). The probability of  sur-
vival (TRISS) for these patients was 69% and the real survival rate was 72%. 
Population characteristics are shown in table 4.  
 
time to trauma Centre

Time from accident to trauma centre was also compared. Patients with life 
threatening events solved in pre-hospital, first hospital and trauma centre 
phases had respectively a median time from accident to trauma centre of  
5 hours and 31 minutes (Interquartile range (IQR) 3:45-9:24), 4 hours and 
35 minutes (IQR 2:50-7:02), and 3 hours and 30 minutes (IQR 2:51-6:56).
 
liFe threatening events and their treatment

In accordance with the ABCD assessment and treatment methodology, life 
threatening events were identified. Not surprisingly most of  the patients in 
this population had “D” problems (n=567; 78%). We assumed that treatment 
for “D” problems was maintaining an adequate airway (including tracheal 
intubation in some cases) and aiming for good oxygenation and perfusion 
followed with early reference to a neurosurgical centre. The second most 
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common life threatening event involved Breathing (n=66; 9%) and it was 
corrected using a chest drain in 33 cases and mechanical ventilation in 31 
patients. Circulation life threatening events were identified in 64 patients 
(9%) and fluids (6), vasopressors (6) and surgery (52) was the treatment 
done. Airway life threatening events were identified in 30 patients (4%) 
and were treated using oxygen (15) intubation (5), a cervical collar (7) and            
oxygen with basic airway manoeuvres (3). Cervical spinal cord injuries were 
included in the airway life threatening events as airway assessment and 
treatment includes cervical spine control. It was assumed that all patients 
should have had a cervical collar, so if  they had a spinal cord injury and no 
collar that was classified as a life threatening event not corrected. Table 5 
lists life threatening events and treatment and Table 4 shows mortality for 
different life threatening events.

Those patients who had their life threatening events treated in pre-hospital or 
first hospital (pre-trauma centre) were considered to have had a GA (n=629; 
87%). Patients that had their life threatening events solved only in trauma 
centre did not have a GA. Life threatening events were corrected in the    
pre-hospital environment in 49 patients (7%), in the first hospital in 580 
(80%) and solely in trauma centre in 98 (13%) patients. 

Demographic and injury severity characteristics (table 3) of  these 3 groups of  
patients were similar except for age (patients that had a GA with events solved 
in pre-hospital were younger) and of  higher severity. Mortality rates differed 
across these 3 groups, 20% for patients with life threatening events treated in 
pre-hospital, 27% for those with events treated in first hospital and 38% for 
patients with life threatening events solved only in trauma centre (p=0.044). 
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Table 4   |  Patient characteristics concerning place of  treatment of  life threatening events.

                         liFe threatening events treatment

Total   Pré-hosPital   First hosPital     trauma Centre     P1

Gender, n (%)

n=727 n=49 n=580 n=98

Female

Male

157(22) 11(22) 123(21) 23(24)

570(78) 38(78) 44(21) 48(22)

Age, mean (SD) 44(21) 38(19) 44(21) 48(22)
Type of  trauma, n (%)

Blunt

Penetrating

690(95) 48(98) 546(94) 96(98)

37(5) 1(3) 34(6) 2(2)

Rural, n (%) 360(50) 10(20) 320(55) 30(31)
Mechanism injury, n (%)

Road traffic accident

Fall

422(58) 35(71) 331(57) 56(57)

217(30) 8(6) 177(31) 32(33)
Assault, blunt

Other, blunt

5(1) 0(0) 5(1) 0(0)

49(7) 5(10) 36(6) 8(8)
Stabbing

Gunshot

2(0) 0(0) 2(0) 0(0)

32(4) 1(2) 29(5) 2(2)
Severity, mean (SD)

AIS head 4.1(0.9) 4.2(0.9) 4.2(0.9) 4.0(1.1)
AIS face

AIS thorax

1.9(0.7) 2.2(0.8) 1.8(0.6) 2.0(0.8)

3.3(1.0) 3.0(1.1) 3.3(1.0) 3.7(0.9)
AIS abdomen

AIS extremities

2.7(1.1) 2.4(0.5) 2.5(1.1) 2.9(1.7)

2.2(0.9) 2.0(0.7) 2.2(0.8) 2.6(1.0)
ISS 26(11) 24(13) 26(10) 30(13)
RTS

TRISS

5,8(1,3) 5.7(1.3) 5.8(1.3) 6.0(1.3)
0.69(0.28) 0.71(0.31) 0.70(0.27) 0.6(0.32)

Outcome, n (%)

Died

Discharged

204(28) 10(20) 157(27) 37(38)
523(72) 39(80) 423(73) 61(62)

Life threatening events, n (%)

A

B

30(4) 0(0) 12(2) 4(6)

66(9) 2(6) 37(7) 12(16)

C

D

64(9) 3(8) 13(3) 22(30)

567(78) 31(86) 426(88) 35(48)

0.871

0.0282

-

0.0382

-

0.1182

0.1482

0.0052

0.1552

<0.0012

<0.0012

0.3902

0.011

0.044

-

1 - Qui-Square Test; 2 - Independent Sample Test.
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Table 5   |  Life threatening events and treatment.

liFe threatening events

Airway (A) problem

Airway obstruction

Cervical spine injury

23(77)
30(4)

Treatment

Oxygen and basic airway manoeuvres

Tracheal intubation

Cervical collar

Breathing (B) problem

Pulmonary contusion

Massive Haemothorax

Tension Pneumothorax

Flaid chest

Treatment

Oxygen

Ventilation

Chest drain

Circulation (C) problem

Clinical signs of  shock

Treatment

Surgery

Fluids

Fluids + vasoconstrictors

Disability (D) problem

GCS < 9

GCS > 8

Treatment

Tracheal intubation

Referral to Neurosurgery

64(9)

66(9)

567(78)

7(23)

18(60)

5(16)

7(24)

9(13)

24(37)

17(25)

16(25)

66(100)

31(47)

33(49)

64(100)

52(81)

6(8)

6(8)

377(66%)

190(34%)

377(66%)

567(100)
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rural vs urban

Patients were divided into rural and urban according to the residence area. 
To do the division we used the Tipologia das áreas urbanas, 1998 from the 
Portuguese Instituto Nacional de Estatística [INE, 1998] that defines urban 
a region with a population density equal or superior to  500 inhabitants/km2 
or if  having a place where lived more than 5000 inhabitants.

In this population of  transferred trauma, 50% of  the patients (n=360) were 
from a rural area in comparison to a population of  primary transportation  
patients were we found on 18% of  patients coming from rural areas (table 4).

mortality

The univariate analysis of  mortality showed that more men than woman     
survived (26% vs. 37%; p=0.005). Survivors were also younger, predominantly 
victims of  blunt trauma and less severely injured than patients who died. That 
analysis comparing deaths and survivors is shown in table 6. To detail the 
analysis to the three groups of  patients (pre-hospital, first hospital and trau-
ma centre) Kaplan Meyer curves were also done. Figure 8 shows the survival 
curves for the 3 groups of  patients. Patients were more likely to survive when 
their life threatening events were corrected in pre-hospital, corresponding to 
a mortality reduction of  almost 50% when compared to those patients whose 
life threatening events were corrected in trauma centre.

As seen in table 6 patients that had life threatening events                                                     
corrected in pre-hospital setting were younger and less severe. That is why 
a multivariate logistic regression was performed to adjust the odds ratio of  
the Golden Approach to patient characteristics and trauma severity as well as 
time from accident to trauma centre along with rurality. Logistic regression 
showed that increases in mortality were associated with female gender and 
older age, penetrating type of  trauma, higher anatomic severity (ISS), higher 
physiological severity (RTS) and not having a GA (table 7).  Time to the 
trauma centre and rurality were not independent factors of  mortality.
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Concerning the subgroup of  severe head trauma patients a separated           
analysis was performed concerning general determinants of  outcome [San-
tos et al., 2006c] and  the influence of  pre-trauma centre approach [Gomes 
et al., 2007c]. Severe head trauma accounts for 90% of  the trauma population 
of  the trauma registry in HGSA. Logistic regression analysis performed for 
mortality in the head trauma group showed that major determinants were 
not different from the general population and were: age (OR 1.009), ISS (OR 
1.024), penetrating trauma and not having a golden approach (OR1.8). 

Table 6   |  Univariate analysis comparing survivors with deaths.

                                               Case Fatality

Total             alive             dead              P1

Gender, n (%)

n=727 n=49 n=580 n=98

Female

Male

157(22) 99(19) 58(28)
570(78) 424(81) 146(72)

Age, mean (SD) 44(21) 42(21) 48(21)
Type of  trauma, n (%)

Blunt

Penetrating

690(95) 505(97) 185(91)

37(5) 18(3) 19(9)

Rural, n (%) 360(50) 261(72) 99(28)

0.005

<.00012

0.001

-

Severity, mean (SD)

AIS head

AIS thorax

4.1(0.9) 4.0(0.9) 4.7(0.7)
3.3(1.0) 3.3(1.0) 3.5(1.0)

<0.0012

AIS abdomen

AIS extremities

2.7(1.1) 2.6(1.1) 2.8(1.2)
2.2(0.9) 2.3(0.9) 2.2(0.8)

ISS

RTS

26(11) 25(10) 39(11)
5,8(1,3) 6.1(1.2) 5.3(1.4)

TRISS 0.69(0.28) 0.75(0.25) 0.54(0.29)

0.0582

0.5362

0.6732

<0.0012

<0.0012

<0.0012

Life - threatening events, n (%)

A

B

30(4) 25(5) 5(3)
66(9) 49(9) 17(8)

C

D

64(9) 47(9) 17(8)
567(78) 402(77) 165(81)

0.479
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Figura 8  |  Survival curves for different places of  treatment of  life threatening events.

Table 7   |  Regression analysis for mortality.

OR                   CI 95%                   p
Gender

Male 0.549

Age 1.105

ISS 1.044

Type of  trauma

Blunt 1.193
Life threatening events treatment

Pre hospital 1.000

RTS 0.617

First hospital 1.457
Tauma centre 3.256

0.361-837

1.006-1.024

1.025-1.063

0.087-0.429

-

0.535-0.713

0.656-3.233
1.276-8.309

0.005

0.001

<0.001

<0.001

-

<0.001

0.355
0.014

Variables in the model: gender, age, ISS, type of  trauma, life threatening events treatment (pre          
hospital, first hospital or trauma centre), RTS and time from accident to trauma centre. Enter method 
was used.
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limitations

Limitations are discussed in detail in a specific chapter afterwards; however 
some limitations need to be addressed now as they have implications for the 
comprehension and interpretation of  this study. First we did not measure time 
from the traumatic event to treatment of  life threatening events and assumed 
that patients that had events solved in pre-hospital had them solved earlier 
than patients that had them solved in primary or secondary hospital or trauma 
centre. We do not know this with certainty because the registry only records 
total time from injury till arrival in the trauma centre. However it is unlikely 
that patients assessed and treated in pre-hospital, by an emergency physician, 
had their events corrected later than patients that were transported to first 
hospital and then transferred to trauma centre.

a golden aPProaCh is more imPortant to deCrease mortality than a    
golden hour

In this thesis a new concept was developed: the Golden Approach concept. 
That concept was developed in opposition to the old concept of  the golden 
hour. In this thesis, we argue that treatment of  life threatening events prior to 
the arrival at trauma centre – i.e. a Golden Approach concept – may be more 
relevant to decreasing mortality than shortening the time to definitive care. 

In this study we present a different approach to the old discussion on ALS 
vs. BLS in the pre-hospital scene. One of  the problems of  previous studies 
that failed to find improvement in outcome with pre-hospital ALS was the 
choice of  the study population. It will always be difficult to prove the impact 
of  the presence of  an ALS team in a trauma scenario where a mix of  severe 
with minor injuries is present some that need an immediate intervention and      

discussion
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others whose intervention can be delayed. Assessing the impact of  pre-trau-
ma centre treatment of  life threatening events and time to trauma centre on 
mortality was next step. We called a golden approach (GA) the pre-trauma 
centre treatment of  life threatening events. We identified that the presence 
of  a golden approach was associated with a better outcome. A reduction of  
almost 50% in raw mortality reduction was found for those patients having 
their life threatening events treated in the pre-hospital environment, when 
compared with those that had no GA. So the major benefit was observed for 
those trauma patients who had ALS in the pre-hospital phase. This observed 
benefit was maintained after adjustment for confounders in logistic regres-
sion analysis. As a result we believe that in the context of  this report ALS 
at the scene (and the presence of  a medical team with the ability to treat life 
threatening events) had a positive effect on mortality reduction.

In Europe it was traditional to use a system with pre-hospital physician-
manned EMS but it has been difficult to prove its advantages over the use of  
paramedics and BLS in trauma care as the Americans do. In Portugal EMS 
physicians are highly skilled in ALS techniques. Admission to the emergency 
room with physician-manned EMS occurs in about 54% of  the cases that 
arrive to the HGSA of  which 70% come directly from the scene of  accident 
and 30% via the referring local hospital [Gomes et al., 2010b (in press)].

Stocchetti and co-workers [Stocchetti, 2001] raised an hypothesis that might 
also help to understand our results. They found that the quality of  the trau-
ma system affects outcome because a better trauma system produces lower 
rates of  favourable outcomes (in his study only deaths). The same result with a          
increase of  early deaths and a decrease of  late deaths was also reported recently 
by McGwin [McGwin et al., 2009]. This before-after study compares deaths  dis-
tribution before and after a trauma system implementation using authopsy data. 
Because of  this a large number of  patients that might not be saved otherwise will 
survive and possibly with more severe disabilities and worse quality of  life. To 
overcome this possible bias we analysed the subgroup of  patients of  transferred 
after we excluded primary transportation and found an important decrease in 
mortality in the pre-hospital treatment of  life threatening events. 
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Several review papers discuss ALS vs. BLS in the pre-hospital phase.            
Liberman in a meta-analysis reviews and critiques the literature on ALS 
and BLS influence on outcome and concludes that it is not possible to                             
demonstrate a clear benefit from on-site ALS in trauma [Liberman et al., 
2000]. Bunn at al in another review supported by the WHO identifies only 
one small randomised study that is in favour of  the ALS and concludes on 
the absence of  evidence to support ALS in the pre-hospital setting [Bunn, 
2001]. It is possible that different definitions for ALS and BLS, the study of  
only partial ALS techniques instead of  the all concept, small samples and a 
retrospective methodology are the main reasons for the difficulty in showing 
a better relationship of  ALS with outcome [Roudsari et al., 2007]. Although 
studies comparing ALS with BLS have been done before as far as we know 
the comparison was never performed in a well defined cohort where interven-
tions were definitely needed to treat life threatening events. Our study is in           
accordance with recent papers showing benefit of  ALS in the pre-hospital 
environment [Lossius et al., 2002; Osterwalder, 2002; Osterwalder, 2003] 
and others that show benefit from pre-hospital ALS only in specific groups 
of  patients namely those with head injury [Coats et al., 1999; Garner et al., 
2001; Klemen and Grmec, 2006; Rudehill et al., 2002]. 

rurality and time to trauma Centre are not indePendent determinants 
oF mortality

Correcting life threatening events pre-trauma centre increased the total time 
from the accident to trauma centre. Several studies also found an increase in 
total pre-hospital time spent if  ALS was dispatched to trauma patients [Birk 
and Henriksen, 2002; Reines et al., 1988; Sampalis et al., 1997]. However in 
our trauma system time from accident to trauma centre although also higher 
did not make a measurable difference in the mortality of  severe trauma pa-
tients. This is in accordance with other European studies showing that long 
pre-hospital times were not associated with worse outcome [McGuffie et al., 
2005; Osterwalder, 2002]. It is possible that the potential disadvantage of  
spending more time pre-trauma centre might have been diluted by the advan-
tages of  delivering good standards of  care in the pre-hospital environment 
correcting life threatening events (GA). 
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A study from Liberman et al showed no benefit of  ALS in urban areas in 
Canada [Liberman et al., 2003]. To reinforce that idea several other studies 
showed a benefit of  pre-hospital ALS in rural and remote areas [Esposito et 
al., 1995; Gonzalez et al., 2006; McGuffie et al., 2005]. A possible explana-
tion for our results, that would match these referred studies, would be that 
patients with a GA were predominantly from a rural area. Data from other 
studies in this trauma system [Gomes et al., 2010b (in press)] show that 
patients from rural areas have less access to ALS in the pre-hospital setting 
compared to trauma patients from urban areas ( 42% vs. 60%; P<0.001) and 
also that patients from rural areas have most of  the time their life threa-
tening problems corrected in the first hospital with only 13% (P<0.001) of  
patients with pre-hospital corrections of  events. We show that transferred 
patients are predominantly from a rural area and take more time to get to 
the trauma centre. However our results also show that time to trauma cen-
tre and rurality are not independent factors for mortality in those trauma 
patients transferred to a trauma centre. 

the abCd methodology is a valid way to identiFy and treat liFe         
threatening events

Another important result is that this study strongly supports the importance 
of  the ABCD methodology - a structured approach to assess and treat life 
threatening events in trauma patients. ABCD methodology is currently taught 
in different trauma courses. This finding is in accordance with other authors 
like Deakin who found that preventable pre-hospital deaths were related to 
failure to deliver good solutions to A, B and C life threatening events at the 
scene [Deakin and Davies, 1994].
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bAckground And Aims

Traditionally the focus of  trauma outcome was only on mortality but          
patient centred outcomes like health related quality of  life (HRQol) have                       
increasingly been recognised as important [Cameron et al., 2006].  Patient 
centred outcomes are gaining importance as a substantial proportion of  
severe trauma patients suffer from long term impairments, disabilities and 
changes in HRQol that have implications in the return to work and society 
tasks [Holbrook et al., 1998; Holbrook et al., 1999; MacKenzie et al., 1998;      
Patel et al., 2005; Vles et al., 2005]. Even patients with mild trauma might    
survive with moderate or severe disability in almost half  of  the cases [Thorn-
hill et al., 2000]. Improving the chance of  recovery implies that we know what 
determines it. Several studies have implicated factors as age, gender and injury 
related factors as determinants of  functional outcome  and quality of  life in 
severe trauma [Butcher et al., 1996; Holbrook et al., 1998; Holbrook and Hoyt, 
2004; Holbrook et al., 2001; Michaels et al., 2000; Murray et al., 2007; van 
der Sluis et al., 1995; Vles et al., 2005]. Previous studies from this trauma  and 
follow-up registry reported that the main determinants of  quality of  life after 
severe trauma are severity (ISS), age, probability of  survival (TRISS), LOS and 
gender [Gomes et al., 2006b; Gomes et al., 2006d; Santos et al., 2006c].  

It is however complicated to analyse the consequences of  major trauma. If  
injury characteristics, age and gender are non modifiable factors, process is 
possibly modifiable. We know that injury severity is a major outcome de-
terminant, along with pre injury conditions and pre morbid state, but there 
are aspects from the process of  care that might influence late outcome like 
what is done before arrival at the trauma centre. A well performed chain 
of  survival is crucial for this patients starting at the pre-hospital scene and                      
continuing to the place of  definitive treatment at the trauma centre. However 
concerning the choice of  the optimal pre-hospital model of  care for trau-
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ma patients there is no agreement between experts. Several studies show a      
positive relationship of  Advanced Life Support (ALS) in the decrease of  mor-
tality in the pre-hospital environment [Abbott et al., 1998; Baxt and Moody, 
1987; Bunn, 2001; Celli et al., 1997; Liberman et al., 2000]. Other studies are 
in favour of  the Basic Life Support (BLS) model for the pre-hospital care of  
trauma patients [Ivatury et al., 1987; Potter et al., 1988; Sampalis et al., 1993; 
Sampalis et al., 1997; Stiell et al., 2008]. Most of  the literature addresses this 
subject comparing survival and only a few studies deal with late outcome or 
quality of  life.

Previous studies have highlighted the importance of  defining specific   
subgroups of  patients that might benefit from pre-hospital ALS as well 
as the need to address implications on patient centred outcomes. The aims 
of  this study were to assess mortality and late outcome of  severe trauma            
patients admitted to a trauma centre and evaluate the implications of  different 
pre-trauma centre approaches on the outcome. We hypothesise that trauma 
patients having life threatening events treated in the pre-hospital scene (pre-
hospital ALS) will have a better outcome compared to those that were treated 
later in first hospital or trauma centre. 
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PAtients And methods

This study setting and data collection has been described in detail in the 
previous chapters. All trauma patients admitted to the Emergency Room 
of  HGSA between August 2001 and December 2007 were enrolled in 
this study as they entered the trauma registry and the follow-up registry. 
Follow-up variables were collected using a web base data base that was                          
accessed by the physician or patient when a self  rating questionnaire was the 
case. For the purpose of  this study only data concerning EQ-5D and GOSE 
will be reported. This are the instruments that have been recommended in 
a consensus conference to use in trauma patients [Brooks, 1996; Brooks et 
al., 1991]. The used instruments have been described in detail in the Generic 
methods section. 

First, all trauma patients will be analysed, then specific subpopulations 
like penetrating trauma and thoracic trauma will be described and finally              
another analysis will be done to address the objective of  relating pre-trauma 
centre approach to outcome. In the previous chapter only transferred patients 
were analysed, in this chapter a separated analyses including primary admis-
sions will be done. 
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mAin results

general results

First, here is a description of  all trauma patients seen in the follow-up            
clinic. The survivor characteristics are in most aspects similar to the general            
characteristics of  the population as seen in previous chapters. Most of  the 
survivors are young males that suffered blunt trauma and a road traffic acci-
dent. Concerning severity however survivors are less severe than the general 
population but nevertheless with high severity (median ISS of  24). Survivor 
characteristics are show in table 8. Table 9 concerns GOSE and Table 10 
concerns EQ-5D dimensions and summary measures (VAS and Index). 

Table 8   |  All survivors characteristics

                          Survivors (n = 309)
Gender, n (%)

Male 246(80)

Age, mean (SD)

Type of  trauma n (%)

Blunt

Mechanism of  injury n (%)

Road traffic accident

Fall

Stabbing

Gunshot

Severity, mean (SD)

ISS

RTS

TRISS

LOS, median (IQR)

ICU

Hospital

40(18)

290(94)

187(61)

85(28)

5(2)

8(3)

24(11)

6.3(1.2)

81(22)

8(3-15)

18(12-34)
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Tables 9 and 10 describe the disabilities and quality of  life for this population. 
We can see that 63% had a favourable outcome with 38% having a good reco-
very, only 4 patients stayed in persistent vegetative state. Concerning quality 
of  life 52%, 61%, 50% and 45% had no problems in the domains of  mobility, 
self-care, pain/discomfort and anxiety/depression respectively. However con-
cerning return to work only 34% had no problems in this domain. EQ-5D VAS 
was 60% and Index 67%.

The comparison of  outcome, namely morbidity was performed between 
patients living in rural areas and patients living in urban areas. We were 
not able to find differences in outcome between the two groups. [Gomes 
et al., 2010b (in press)] Several other studies were performed in different 
subpopulations addressing specific research questions all concerning late    
outcome in this trauma system. A report only in thoracic trauma showed 
that the main determinants of  outcome were ISS, RTS and ICU LOS but 
not ARDS [Gomes et al., 2007d]. A study performed only in penetra-
ting trauma found that this patients had a reduction on quality of  life 
similar to the blunt trauma survivors [Santos et al., 2006c]. A study                                                               
addressing determinants of  late outcome showed that trauma severity 
(ISS, RTS, TRISS) along with age were the main determinants of  quality 
of  life at 6 months [Gomes et al., 2006b; Gomes et al., 2006d].

Table 9   |  All survivors GOSE description

     Extended Glasgow Outcome Scale                                         n (%)      

2  |  Persistent Vegetative 4(1)

3  |  Lower Severe Disability 43(15)

4  |  Upper Severe Disability 55(20)

5  |  Lower Moderate Disability 13(5)

6  | Upper Moderate Disability 57(20)

7  |  Lower Good Recovery 43(15)

8  |  Upper Good Recovery 64(23)
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Table 10   |  All survivors EQ - 5D description

ED - 5D Questionnaire                                         

Mobility, n (%)

I have no problems in walking about

I have some problems in walking about

I am confined to bed

Self  - care, n (%)

I have no problems with self-care

I have some problems washing or dressing myself

I am unable to wash or dress myself

Usual activities, n (%)

I have no problems with performing my usual activities

I have some problems with performing my usual activities

I m unable to performing my usual activities

Pain / Discomfort, n (%)

I have no pain or discomfort

I have moderate pain or discomfort

I have extreme pain or discomfort

Anxiety / Depression, n (%)

I am not anxious or depressed

I am moderately anxious or depressed

I am extremely anxious or depressed

Health state today compared with 12 months ago, n (%)

Better

The same

Worse

EQ VAS in a 100% scale, median (P25 - P75)

144 (52)
121(43)
14(5)

170(61)
71(25)
38(14)

94(34)
101(36)
84(30)

139(50)
123(44)
17(6)

126(45)
107(38)
46(17)

53(19)
68(24)

156(56)

60(50-80)
EQ Index, median (P25 - P75) 67(44-90)

the eFFeCt oF the golden aPProaCh on late outCome

Specific methodology
Life threatening events and treatment
Previous studies have highlighted the importance of  defining specific sub-
groups of  patients that might benefit from pre-hospital ALS. We included 
only trauma patients that had a life threatening event to have a subgroup 
of  patients that would most benefit from ALS in the pre-hospital scene. 
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Moreover we divided the patients into pre-hospital, first hospital and trauma 
centre depending on the moment when life threatening events were treated. 
So the patients in the pre-hospital group had pre-hospital treatment of  the 
life threatening event; patients in the first hospital group didn’t have pre-
hospital treatment to their life threatening event that was treated in the first 
hospital; trauma centre group includes patients that arrived at the trauma 
centre with life threatening events not treated previously. The treatment of  
life threatening events in the pre-hospital setting implied the availability of  
an ALS team. Life threatening events were defined as occurrences in the 
airway (A), breathing (B), circulation (C) or neurological disability (D) that 
could threaten life. This has been described in detail in the previous chapter.  
When several life threatening events were identified in the same patient, 
we considered the first one in alphabetic order to be treated, as defined by 
medical educational principles. Patients without life threatening events or 
without sufficient information were excluded form the study (n=77). 

Primary admissions vs. transfers
A primary admission was considered when patients arrived directly from 
the trauma scene. Transfers were considered when the patient arrived 
transferred from another hospital in the trauma system.

Time to trauma centre
Time to trauma centre was defined as time from the accident occurrence 
to the arrival at the level I trauma centre (HGSA). Time was measured in 
minutes.

Rural vs. urban
Patients were divided into rural and urban according to the residence area. 
To do the division we used the Tipologia das áreas urbanas, 1998 from the 
Portuguese Statistics Institute - INE [INE, 1998] that defines urban a 
region with a population density equal or superior to  500 inhab/km2 or if  
having more than 5000 in habitants in a place.

Outcomes
Early outcome measures were Intensive Care (ICU) length of  stay 
(LOS), hospital LOS, HGSA mortality. Late outcome measures were post            
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discharge mortality, Disability and Health Related Quality of  life at six 
months after trauma.

Six months after the injury all the hospital survivors were contacted 
for a follow-up consultation. At the follow-up clinic they were assessed 
with a structured interview and several self  administered tests. For the                 
purpose of  this study only the data concerning quality of  life (EQ-5D) 
and Extended Glasgow Outcome Scale (GOSE) will be reported. Both     
instruments were previously recommended to measure late outcome in 
trauma by a panel of  experts [Bouillon et al., 2002]. Consent was pre-
sumed when the patient attended the consultation. 

The EuroQol instrument (EQ-5D) measures Health Related Quality of  Life 
in a generic way and was designed for self-completion [Brooks, 1996]. It is 
cognitively simple, taking only a few minutes to complete. In this instrument, 
health is defined along five dimensions: mobility, self-care, usual activities, 
pain/discomfort, and anxiety/depression. Each dimension has three levels: 
no problem, moderate problem or severe problem. In the second part of  the        
instrument, respondents recorded their health status on a visual analogue 
scale (VAS), between 0 (worst imaginable health state) and 100 (best imagina-
ble health state). An index can be calculated (EQ Index), based on the patients 
answers to the previous described domains, it also ranges from 0 to 100. 

Extended Glasgow Outcome Scale (GOSE) is an eight point scale that             
classifies the ability of  the patient to carry out different aspects of  daily activi-
ties. It varies from 1 to 8. It classifies the patients into the following categories: 
death (1), vegetative state (2), lower and upper severe disability (3,4), lower 
and upper moderate disability (5,6) and lower and upper good recovery (7,8). 
It is more discriminative than the Glasgow Outcome Scale (GOS) [Jennett 
and Bond, 1975] for moderate disability and good recovery.

Data analysis   
Both EQ-5D and GOSE were categorized to allow analysis. GOSE was            
dichotomized into favorable outcome (GOSE 5-8 for patients able to live              
independently) and unfavorable outcome (GOSE 2-4 for patients unable to live 
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an independent life) [McHugh et al., 2007; Murray et al., 2007]. EQ-5D was 
categorized into three variables per domain (no problems, moderate problems 
and major problems). For the analysis of  the overall outcome, all deaths were 
included and attributed the score one for the GOSE calculation and set to zero 
for the EQ-5D index calculation following recommendations from Billingham  
[Billingham and Abrams, 2002]. Enter method was used.

sPeCiFiC results

From January 2003 eight hundred and thirty one patients were enrolled in the 
prospective trauma registry. 77 patients were excluded from further analysis 
because of  missing data. The analysis from this point on is from 754 patients. 
Two hundred and fourteen patients died in hospital (28,3%) and mortality 
after hospital discharge was 4,5%. It was not possible to contact 109 patients 
(21.5%) because telephone numbers or a valid address was not available in 
the hospital records. Three hundred and thirty three patients were alive at 
6 months and 280 patients (84%) were successfully assessed at 6 months              
after injury. The overall known follow-up patients were 77%. Concerning non        
respondents 8 refused the consultation, 5 could not come because were living 
in an institution, 24 missed the consultation and 16 where still in a hospital 
ward. In figure 9 a follow-up chart is depicted. 

Sample patient characteristics
In table 11 population characteristics along with the differences between     
primary admissions and transfers can be seen. The majority (78%) of          
patients were male with a mean age of  44 years (SD ± 20).  The most           
common mechanism of  injury was blunt trauma (93%), the majority being 
road traffic accidents (56%) followed by falls in 30% of  the cases. The mean 
ISS score was 26 (12) mean RTS was 5.9 (1.2) and mean probability of      
survival (TRISS) was 69%. 

Life threatening events and group of  treatment are also shown in table 
10. Most patients (75%) had life threatening events related to neurologi-
cal disability (D event) and we found airway events, breathing events and      
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circulation events in 5%, 9% and 11% respectively. Most patients had their 
problems corrected pre-trauma centre namely in the first hospital (68%). 
An ALS team was present in the pre-hospital environment and corrected 
life threatening events in 173 patients (pre-hospital; 23%). The correction 
of  life threate-ning events was delayed till arrival at the trauma centre in 
67 (9%) patients. Comparison between transfers and primary admission 
showed differences only in the type of  trauma with penetrating trauma 
(namely stabbings) predominating in the primary admission group.

754 (100%)

admitted

"
$ "

Deaths in Hospital
214 (28,4%)

34 (4,5%)

506 (67,1%)

"

$ "

Didn’t answer the call
64 (12,6%)

109 (21,5%)

Deaths after hospital discharge

Contact non existent

Alive at 6 months
333 (44%)

} Deaths
(32,9%)

} Unknown follow-up
(22,9%)

$
" 53 (16%)

Non respondents

280 (84%)

Respondents

Figura 9  |  Follow - up chart.
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Comparison between transfers and primary admissions showed significant   
differences in the type of  trauma with penetrating trauma (namely stabbings) 
predominating in the primary admission group. In primary admission patients 
life threatening problems were corrected at the pre-hospital scene in 60% of  
cases whereas for transfers this occurred only in 10%. (p<0.001). Median time 
to trauma centre was one hour for primary admissions and more than four 
hours for transfers (p<0.001). Patients transferred were from rural areas in 
48% of  cases and primary admissions were from rural areas in 8% of  cases 
only (p<0.001).

Mortality
The overall mortality in the studied population was 33%, for transfers 36% 
and for primary admissions 32%. When the analysis was restricted to the 
subgroup of  patients transferred from other hospitals, we found a signifi-
cant higher mortality for patients who had had their life threatening events 
corrected late in trauma centre (46%) compared to the ones who had the 
life threatening events corrected in pre-hospital setting (18%; p=0.002).          
Different logistic regression models were then built for the all popula-
tion, primary admissions and transfer patients. It shows that age, ISS and 
RTS are mortality determinant in all groups.  Place of  treatment of  life      
threatening events was a determinant only for the transfers group. In that 
groups having events only corrected in the trauma centre increase the odds 
of  death 3.3 times compared to a correction in the pre-hospital scene (table 
12). The introduction of  rurality in the regression model did not show an 
independent relation to mortality.
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Table 11   |  Sample population characteristics.

All patients   Primary admissions     Transfers               p

Gender, n (%)

n=754 n=193 n=561

Male 589(78) 154(79) 435(78) 0.5141

Age, mean (SD) 44(20) 42(20) 45(20) 0.0512

Type of  trauma, n (%)

Blunt 702(93) 168(83) 543(95) <0.001

Mechanism of  injury, n (%)

Road traffic accident 419(56) 107(55) 312(56)
Fall 228(30) 54(28) 174(31)

Other, blunt 63(8) 13(7) 50(9) <0.001

Stabbing 12(2) 11(6) 1(0.2)

Gunshot 32(4) 8(4) 24(4)
Severity, mean (SD)

ISS 26(12) 25(13) 26(11) 0,1793

RTS 5.9(1.4) 5.9(1.6) 5.9(1.3) 0,7273

TRISS 69(29) 71(32) 69(28) 0,0723

LOS, median IQR 12(4-25) 12(2-29) 12(5-24) 0,3813

Treatment of  life-threatening events, n (%)

Pre hospital 173(23) 116(60) 56(10)
First hospital 514(68) 74(40) 442(79) <0.001

Trauma centre 67(9) 61(11)

Life - threatening events, n (%)

A, n(%) 36(5) 12(6) 24(4)
B, n(%) 64(9) 16(8) 48(9)

C, n(%) 79(11) 20(11) 46(8)
0.0531

D, n(%) 573(75) 145(75) 441(79)

Time to TC, median IQR 3:34(1:51-5:58) 1:02(0:46-1:40) 4:34(2:54-7:00) <0.001

Rural, n (%) 280(40) 33(12) 247(88) <0.001

Mortality, n (%) 213(28) 65(34) 148(26) 0.052

1 Chi squares test; 2 Independent sample T test; 3 Mann Withney Test; * Comparison between pri-
mary admissions and transfers.
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Table 12   |  Regression analysis for mortality in the sample population.

All patients         p         Transfers              p        Primary admissions

Gender

OR OR OR

Male 0.074 0.622 1.386 0.518

p

0.704 0.059

Age 1.017 1.016<0.001 0.003

RTS 0.524 0.572 0.396 <0.001<0.001 <0.001

ISS 1.042 1.041

0.670 0.504

<0.001 <0.001

Blunt trauma 0.331 0.2360.001 0.002

1.024 0.017

1.042 0.009

Life threatening event treatment

First hospital 1.043 1.6680.792 0.219

Trauma centre 1.827 3.376 1.76 0.2010.097 0.016
C Statistic 0.793 0.770 0.850

Logistic regression model using the Enter method. Total number of  deaths n = 248 and survivors        
n= 333 were analysed. First hospital and trauma treatment in comparison with pre hospital treatment 
of  life threatening events (Pre hospital ALS).

Patient centred outcomes
Table 13 shows characteristics of  the survivors evaluated at 6 months 
compared to the non responders. Comparison between responders and 
non responders showed no differences namely concerning treatment of  
life threatening events. Survivors were male (80%) with a mean age of  
40 years (SD ± 18). The most common mechanism of  injury was blunt 
trauma (95%), the majority being road traffic accidents (61%) followed by 
falls in 27% of  the cases. The mean ISS score was 25 (11.2) mean RTS was 
6.3 (1.2) and mean TRISS was 79% (23%).

A comparison between respondents and patients without contact was also done. 
That comparison showed that patients not contacted were younger and less    
severely injured. It is possible that we show the worst scenario achievable. 

In table 14 a detailed characterization of  disability and quality of  life is 
depicted. At 6 months 54% of  patients could walk without any problem, 
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61% had no problem at all in the self-care domain, 34% of  patients had 
no problems with their usual activities, 55% had no problem in the pain 
and discomfort domain. Anxiety and Depression problems were present in 
50% of  patients. When we asked patients to compare their actual level of  
health with the six months previous to trauma 58% of  them found they 
felt worse. When asked to graduate their health state in a visual analogue 
scale (VAS), the mean classification was 62% (IQR 50%-80%), and the re-
sult for the EQ-5D Index (a summary measure) was 0.66 (IQR 0.46-0.91). 
There were no significant differences in quality of  life measured using 
EQ-5D and place of  treatment of  life threatening events (Figure 11).

Table 13   |  Comparison between respondents and non respondents.

Respondents                Non Respondents               p

Gender, n (%)
Female 57(20) 11(21) 0.9481

(n=280) (n=53)

Male 223(80) 42(79)
Age, mean (SD) 40(18) 46(18)

0.0692

Type of  trauma, n (%)

Penetrating 15(5) 4(7)
Blunt 265(95) 49(93)

0.5191

Mechanism of  injury, n (%)

Road traffic accident 171(61) 29(55)
Fall 77(27) 15(28)
Other, blunt 21(8) 6(11)

-

Stabbing 5(2) 0
Gunshot 6(2) 3(5)
Severity, n (%)
ISS 25(11) 26(12)

0.5853

RTS 6.3(1.2) 6.3(1.3)
0.7953

TRISS 79(23) 75(25)
0.1513

Length of  Stay, n (%)

ICU 9(4-16) 10(6-18)
0.3663

Hospital 19(12-35) 18(9-33)
0.2103

Treatment of  life-threatening events, n (%)

Pre hospital 70(25) 13(25)
First hospital 188(68) 35(66)

0.8451

Trauma centre 20(7) 5(9)

1 Chi squares test; 2 Independent sample T test; 3 Mann Withney Test.
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Table 14  |  Late outcome measured using EQ - 5D and GOSE

EQ-5D domains              Total      Pre hospital     First hospital     Trauma centre      p                                

Mobility, n (%)

No problems

Moderate problems

Severe problems

Self  - care, n (%)

No problems

Moderate problems

Severe problems

Usual activities, n (%)

No problems

Moderate problems

Severe problems

Pain / Discomfort, n (%)

No problems

Moderate problems

Severe problems

Anxiety / Depression, mean (SD)

No problems

Moderate problems

Severe problems

(n=280) (n=71) (n=189) (n=20)

151(54) 37(53) 100(53) 14(70)

113(40) 29(40) 79(42) 5(25) -
16(6) 5(7) 10(5) 1(5)

172(61) 41(58) 116(61) 15(75)

64(23) 18(25) 43(23) 3(15) -
44(16) 12(17) 30(16) 2(10)

95(34) 22(31) 62(33) 11(55)

92(33) 26(37) 62(33) 4(20) 0.3221

93(33) 23(32) 65(34) 5(25)

155(55) 41(58) 102(54) 12(60)

113(40) 29(41) 77(41) 7(35) -
12(4) 1(1) 10(5) 1(5)

139(50) 40(56) 87(46) 12(60)

102(36) 19(27) 79(42) 4(20) 0.1001

39(14) 12(17) 23(12) 4(20)

EQ-5D summary            Total       Pre hospital     First hospital     Trauma centre      p                                
(n=280) (n=71) (n=189) (n=20)

Index, median IQR

VAS, median IQR
66(47-91) 62(50-91) 67(44-85) 85(61-91) 0.0233

60(50-80) 60(50-80) 60(50-80) 70(50-90) 0.7213

GOSE                              Total      Pre hospital     First hospital     Trauma centre      p                                
(n=280) (n=71) (n=189) (n=20)

Favorable n(%)

Unfavorable n(%)
181(65) 45(63) 121(64) 15(75)
99(35) 26(37) 68(36) 5(25)

0.6001

1 Chi squares test; 2 Independent sample T test; 3 Kruskall Wallis Test.
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Resuming normal occupation and social activities (Good recovery – 
GOSE=7-8) was possible for 39% of  survivors while 25% were disabled 
but independent (GOSE=5-6) and 34% were dependent (GOSE=4-3). 
Only 1% was in vegetative state (GOSE=2). A favourable outcome (GOSE 
of  5, 6, 7 and 8) was then possible for 65% of  the patients. There were no 
significant differences in disability measured using GOSE and place of  
treatment of  life threatening events (Figure 10).
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Figura 10  |  Disability in the survivors of  severe trauma.
% of  patients with a favourable outcome in the three subgroup (p= 0.600).
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Figura 11  |  Quality of  life in the survivors of  severe trauma.
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Several logistic regression models were also built using EQ-5D Index and 
GOSE as dependent variables and age, gender, type of  trauma, ISS, RTS,     
rurality and pre-trauma centre approach as dependent predictors; for all    
population, primary admissions and transfers (table 15 and 16). These models 
shoed that age, RTS and ISS (main determinants of  survival) are also deter-
minants of  disability and quality of  life but that pre-trauma centre approach 
did not affect either disability or quality of  life of  survivors. Rurality per se 
was not a determinant of  mortality or patient centred outcomes.

Table 15   |  Regression analysis for unfavourable outcome (GOSE 1-4).

All patients         p         Transfers              p        Primary admissions

Gender

OR OR OR

Male 0.581 0.544 0.571 0.369

p

0.047 0.052

Age 1.040 1.045<0.001 <0.001

RTS 0.577 0.572 0.601 0.001<0.001 <0.001

ISS 1.039 1.037

1,230

0.016<0.001 0.003

Blunt trauma 0.555 0.2510.169 0.054

1.027 0.019

1.047

Life threatening event treatment

First hospital 1.057 1.9830.831 0.103

Trauma centre 1.368 2.626 0.810 0.6500.486 0.095
C Statistic 0.785 0.795 0.773

Logistic regression model using the Enter method. Total number of  deaths n = 248 and respondents 
n= 280 were analysed. First hospital and trauma centre treatment in comparison with pre hospital 
treatment of  life threatening events (Pre hospital ALS).

Overall outcome
A more integrated view of  outcome including deaths and disabilities or        
quality of  life in the same analysis is possible using the GOSE test computing 
deaths as 1 and using the EQ-5D test attributing to deaths zero punctuation 
in the summary measure. Mean EQ-5D index was 35.1 (37.5) and mean GOSE 
was 3.5 (2.7) and there were no significant differences for pre-hospital, first 
hospital or trauma centre correction of  life threatening events. 
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Table 16   |  Regression analysis for EQ-5D Index.

All patients         p         Transfers              p        Primary admissions

Gender

OR OR OR

Male 0.073 0.062 0.084 0.474

p

0.205 0.355

Age -0.297 -0.303<0.001 <0.001

RTS 0.062 0.037 0.092 0.4260.287 0.590

ISS -0.178 -0.183

-0.241 0.036

0.002 0.007

Blunt trauma -0.087 0.0350.128 0.603

-0.293 0.015

-0.188 0.098

First hospital 0.036 0.0010.570 0.933

Trauma centre 0.087 0.067 0.179 0.1230.168 0.440

Linear regression model using the Enter method. EQ-5D index was used as a continuos variable. First 
hospital and trauma centre tratment in comparsion with pre-hospital treatment of  life threating events 
(Pre hospital ALS). n=280 survivors.
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discussion

limitations

The present study has limitations and the results must be comprehended 
under their knowledge. As this is not a population based study we cannot 
comment or generalize on the implications of  the different pre-trauma cen-
tre approaches on pre-trauma centre mortality. However what we can say 
is transfer patients able to arrive at the trauma centre had lower mortality 
if  their life threatening events were corrected in the pre-hospital scene by 
an ALS team.

We focused on outcome at 6 months which is a common period to assess     
outcome in polytrauma and head trauma patients. However adaptation and 
evolution continues after 6 months and it is possible that another result would 
be found if  we measure outcome later. Nevertheless and again the scenario we 
present in this study is probably the worst possible as disabilities and quality 
of  life tend to improve or at least stabilize over time.

Finally the number of  patients with life threatening events treated in the 
pre-hospital scene and in trauma centre was relatively small compared to 
the proportion of  patients whose problems were corrected in a first hospital. 
That result reflects our trauma system design where pre-hospital ALS is 
not generalized and where most of  the patients are derived to a first hos-
pital before being transferred to trauma centres. However we think those                 
differences in case mix do not limit the generalization of  our conclusions and 
that they even permit to access different pre-trauma centre approaches that 
would be almost impossible without randomised controlled studies.  
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imPliCations oF early CorreCtion oF liFe threatening events

The central message of  this manuscript is that treating life threatening events 
early in the pre-hospital setting decreased mortality at the trauma centre for 
the transfer subgroup of  patients and did not seam to play a determinant 
role in disability or quality of  life of  survivors. In other words pre-hospital 
ALS decreased mortality in patients that had the injury in a geographical 
area where had to be admitted to a first hospital before the trauma centre. 
However, for primary admissions that advantage was not observed either in 
mortality or patient centre outcomes.

In this study we present a different approach to the old discussion on 
ALS vs. BLS in the pre-hospital scene. One of  the problems of  previous                   
studies that failed to find improvement in outcome with pre-hospital ALS 
was the choice of  the study population. It will always be difficult to prove 
the impact of  the presence of  an ALS team in a trauma scenario where a 
mix of  severe with minor injuries is present some that need an immediate                                     
intervention and others whose intervention can be delayed. That is why in 
this study only trauma patients that had a life threatening event (aiming at 
increasing the chances to detect any advantage of  pre-hospital ALS) were 
included and divided in 3 groups concerning the treatment: pre-hospital, 
first hospital or trauma centre. Our interpretation of  findings is that for 
patients in primary admission, predominantly from urban areas and that   
arrive at the trauma centre in less than one hour, the pre-hospital correction 
of  life threatening events does not make a measurable impact on mortality 
or morbidity. For patients transferred, predominantly from rural areas and 
that take in median four hours to arrive at the trauma centre, the correction 
of  life threatening events in pre-hospital scene decreases mortality measured 
at the trauma centre.

There are not many studies addressing ALS vs. BLS in the pre-hospital 
scene for trauma patients mainly if  we are looking for outcomes other than 
mortality. It is not the purpose of  this study to revise the literature on 
the subject but there are some studies that deserve a discussion. Coats and        
co-authors in a paper published in JAMA [Coats et al., 1999] discussed the 
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outcomes after traumatic brain injury using GOS to describe outcome of    
patients treated by a trauma system with ALS in the pre-hospital scene. 
They concluded that there was no increment of  unfavourable outcomes and 
showed an overall favourable outcome (deaths were taken into account) in 34% 
of  the patients. We report a similar favourable outcome in our patients. Our 
study is also consistent with a study from Di Bartolomeo [Di Bartolomeo et al., 
2004] that compared outcome using GOS and mortality in an Italian trauma 
system, with different ALS or BLS approaches and found no differences in mor-
tality or in late outcome. Some studies were able to show a better late outcome 
for patients treated with ALS [Garner et al., 2001; Klemen and Grmec, 2006] 
and others a worse [Baxt and Moody, 1987; Nicholl et al., 1995] illustrating 
the need for randomised controlled studies and the study of  specific subgroups 
of  patients where ALS might have a higher impact. 

A recent before-after controlled clinical trial study from Canada [Stiell 
et al., 2008] shows an increase in mortality with ALS implementation 
and no change in late outcome measured using Functional Independence 
Measure (FIM). Comparison with our report is difficult as the Canadian 
study compares ALS done by trained paramedics in urban scenarios. In 
our study ALS means the presence of  a doctor that identifies and corrects 
the life threatening events that each patient had in either rural or urban 
scenarios. Nevertheless the subgroup of  patients admitted directly from 
the scene would be the ones to compare with this study. We didn’t confirm 
an increase in mortality with pre-hospital ALS but we were not able to 
show a benefit as we did for the transfer patients.

Concerning the measure of  health related quality of  life in this ALS vs. BLS 
controversy, literature is even scarcer. We found only one study that uses     
EQ-5D as we did. Oppe [Oppe and De Charro, 2001] studies the effect of  
a specific ALS team (helicopter critical care team) in the outcome of  trauma 
patients using EQ-5D and was not able to find differences between the groups. 
Our results were similar. 

Stocchetti and co-workers[Stocchetti, 2001] raised an hypothesis that 
might also help to understand our results. They found that the quality of  
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the trauma system affects outcome because a better trauma system produces 
lower rates of  favourable outcomes (in is study only deaths). This paradox is 
owing to the fact that a more efficient pre-hospital system brings to hospital 
even the most severe cases. Because of  this a large number of  patients that 
might not be saved otherwise will survive and possibly with more severe di-
sabilities and worst quality of  life. To overcome this possible bias we analysed 
separately transfers and primary admissions. 

Patient Centred outComes

Another important message from this report is that severe trauma was                
associated with important limitations in most aspects of  everyday life            
measured either by EQ-5D or GOSE. This is in accordance with the literature 
[Gabbe et al., 2006; Holtslag et al., 2007; Marmarou et al., 2007; McHugh 
et al., 2007; Meerding et al., 2004; Mushkudiani et al., 2007; Myburgh et al., 
2008; Vles et al., 2005]. 

There is a growing body of  evidence on the determinants of  outcome 
after trauma but not many studies that, like we do, report disability using 
GOSE and quality of  life using EQ-5D test, making comparisons difficult. 
Similar to our results Myburgh [Myburgh et al., 2008] report 60% of  
favourable outcomes in severe trauma patients. Murray and Mushkudiani 
in reports from the IMPACT study [Murray et al., 2007; Mushkudiani et 
al., 2007] use GOS as an outcome measure and like us found age but not 
gender as determinants of  disability. Vles [Vles et al., 2005] using EQ-5D 
and GOSE find gender (woman worse), ISS and body areas affected (brain 
and spine are worse) the main determinants of  outcome. A report from 
the Trauma Recovery Project [Holbrook and Hoyt, 2004] also shows that 
quality of  life is worse in women than in men but EQ-5D is not used 
to measure quality of  life. We were in fact also able to relate gender to        
outcome in the all population of  patients also with woman having a worse 
outcome. However that difference was not evident when we divided the 
patients into primary admissions and transfers. Magnotti found in more 
than 36 thousand patients no gender differences in determining mortality 
[Magnotti et al., 2008]. This is similar to what we reported. However in 
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contrast to our study they also report that male gender was associated with 
increased morbidity. It is important to say however that they do not analyse 
late outcome using a measure of  disability or quality if  life. Meerding used 
EQ-5D in a population based study from the Netherlands and shows also 
age, gender, type of  injury, LOS, ICU admission, spine and extremities as 
determinants of  late functional outcome [Meerding et al., 2004]. Holtslag 
and colleges also found specific body areas affected (head, TVM, extremities) 
as determinants of  disability using GOS and EQ-5D [Holtslag et al., 2007]. 
They did not find age, gender or severity as determinants of  GOS or quality 
of  life. The difference to our report is that these authors studied also other 
factors that in the end were more important to morbidity - education and 
co-morbidities. 
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The previous three chapters resumed the work done to answer the              
research questions and are the core for this thesis. At this point it is         
important to make a summary of  common limitations and main findings 
from the entire study. 

Identifying weaknesses is the first step towards improving research             
methodology and formulating new questions. It is also vital in validation and 
extrapolation of  results. That is why limitations for each of  the studies were 
discussed in the proper place in each chapter. Limitations that are common 
to the entire thesis will be discussed here.     

ConFounding variables

First, this is a retrospective analysis based on data collected prospectively 
in a trauma centre registry. The fact that the collection of  data was not          
directly linked to the research questions could raise some threats to internal 
validity of  the studies. The presence of  confounding variables (it is pos-
sible that other variables not measured in the study could have influenced 
the outcome) is one of  the threats. Hospital mortality, overall mortality 
and late outcome (disabilities and quality of  life) may have been influenced 
also by the quality of  HGSA care and possible differences in patient han-
dling after reaching the trauma centre. That was not measured in this study.    
However as late mortality (2 days and 2 weeks peaks) accounts for only 25% 
of  cases we believe that the influence of  the process of  care at the trauma 
centre is limited compared to the influence of  pre-hospital or first hospital 
care. Another point is that restrictive inclusion and exclusion criteria were 
used to maximize the internal and external validity of  this study. Because 
primary trauma transportations and secondary transfers occur in different 

mAin limitAtions
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types of  trauma patient these groups were always analysed separately to 
prevent either exposure introducing bias and/or confounding results. 

hosPital based vs. PoPulation based registry

Second, the discussion of  the golden hour concept included only severe trauma 
patients that were admitted to a trauma centre. As this was not a population 
based study we cannot comment or generalize on the implications of  the dif-
ferent pre-trauma centre approaches on pre-trauma centre mortality. However 
what we can say is that patients able to arrive at the trauma centre had lower 
mortality if  their life threatening events were corrected in the pre-hospital 
scene by an ALS team. Due to the Tetramodal Pattern of  death in trauma 
previously described, it is possible and even probable that the impact on early 
mortality would be even higher in that context.
 
inFormation bias

Information bias may occur if  data are missing or unobtainable for               
certain cases. That is what happened partially in the late outcome analysis. 
A known outcome in at least 70% of  patients is recommended by McLellan 
[McLellan et al., 1996] as the minimum standard for outcome evaluation. 
Concerning late outcome investigation, we have 22.9% of  unknown out-
comes (most of  them because of  incorrect contacts in the hospital records) 
witch is perfectly acceptable for that kind of  study. Unknown outcomes could 
include deaths after discharge and survivors that have completely recovered 
and don’t have any symptom or those who have extreme symptoms. Either 
could have influence the results of  late outcome. On the other hand the exten-
sive unknown follow-up population study (responders vs. non responders vs. 
contacts not known) showed that these patients were the less severe ones. It 
is therefore likely that the numbers of  unknown of  late deaths are small. The 
severity measured by ISS and ICU LOS was lower for the unknown outcome 
group of  patients making us consider also that the scenario we describe is the 
worst possible and if  the non responders would come to the consultation the 
overall outcome in this study would be better. 
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timing oF Follow-uP

The focus on outcome at 6 months is a common period to assess outcome 
in polytrauma and head trauma patients. However adaptation and evolu-
tion continues after 6 months and it is possible that another result would 
be found if  we measure outcome later. Nevertheless and again the scenario 
we present in this study is probably the worst possible as disabilities and      
quality of  life tend to improve or at least stabilize over time. 

number oF events

Finally, the number of  patients with life threatening events treated in the 
pre-hospital scene and in trauma centre was relatively small compared to the 
proportion of  patients whose problems were corrected in a first hospital. That 
derived from the fact that this is an observational study and that events were 
not distributed evenly. This is also prone to bias such as selection and informa-
tion bias. That result reflects our trauma system design where pre-hospital 
ALS is not generalized and where most of  the patients are transported to a 
first hospital before being transferred to trauma centres.  However we think 
those differences in case mix do not limit the generalization of  our conclusions 
and that they even permit to access different pre-trauma centre approaches 
that would be almost impossible without randomised controlled studies.  
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summAry of mAin findings

The main findings have been discussed in detail in each one of  the three 
previous chapters. However, and because next step is to highlight new   
paradigms and make recommendations, it is important at this stage to 
make a summary of  main findings rose by this study.  They are as follow:

Mortality distribution in our trauma system as a Tetramodal pattern.

A Golden Approach – treating life threatening event prior to                   
transfer to trauma centre – is more important to decrease mortality 
than a golden hour.

Treating life threatening events early in the pre-hospital setting              
(pre-hospital ALS) decreased the mortality of  severe trauma patients 
transferred to the trauma centre but had no measurable effect on                      
disability or quality of  life. 

ALS in the pre-hospital setting did not have a measurable benefit in 
mortality, disability or the quality of  life of  severe trauma patients      
directly admitted to the trauma centre.

Rurality and time to trauma centre had no independent impact on   
trauma outcomes measured at the trauma centre.

Trauma related disabilities and compromises in quality of  life are still 
important at 6 months after injury.

1
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further investigAtion

Uniform report of  trauma is of  paramount importance specifically the 
report of  trauma deaths over time and patient centred outcomes. Only 
in that way will be possible to analyse larger data bases and produce                                             
recommendations for the future development of  trauma systems. Euro-
pean health authorities should support the implementation of  a European         
trauma registry.

In particular the research in this area in Portugal deserves further                         
developments. The lack of  research and quality data in Portugal is often a 
major barrier, as we tend to undermine the importance of  the problem, even 
thought it is a major public health issue. The investigation project financed 
by the FCT I am involved in: Trauma grave - implicações da mortalidade 
e morbilidade na prática clínica [PIC/IC/83120/2007] will hopefully in 
the future contribute to these needs. Portuguese health authorities should           
implement or support the implementation of  a national trauma registry.

This study has documented several epidemiological dimensions of  
trauma in Portugal, revealing the enormity of  the local problem. This                       
understanding should lead to more research and influence policies. Efforts 
will be amply rewarded if  more focus is laid on strengthening research and 
placing trauma on the public health agenda of  our governments. Unless 
systematic efforts are made in Portugal towards prevention, management 
and rehabilitation, many more individuals will continue to die or sustain 
disabilities and this will be a costly waste to our society. 
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In the previous chapters consequences of  severe trauma were discussed. 
This outcome study has implications in the different areas of  the patient 
care loop.  The information on the outcome of  major trauma should allow 
us to provide patients and relatives with better prognostic information. 
The treatment evaluation should help physicians to assess current strategies 
and to make well-grounded decisions for the future. Finally in relation to 
prevention and policy, data on the consequences of  major trauma can be used 
to develop preventive measures or can be used to determine policies about 
national health care. 

Following the discussion in the previous chapter two new paradigms can 
be put forward and recommendations made for the clinical practice and 
trauma system design. 

tetramodal mortality Pattern

The trauma mortality distribution pattern is diverting from the traditional 
trimodal concept to include a fourth peak in the distribution corresponding 
to severe head trauma and older patients. Four peaks are now described: 
two minutes peak; two hours peak; two days peak and two weeks peak.

Recommendations: 

Special attention should be paid to prevention: To decrease deaths 
at the incident scene (the 2 minutes peak – 53% of  deaths) injury                       
prevention initiatives are the most important ones as deaths happening 
at the scene are generally impossible to treat.  

The development of  an effective trauma system is paramount: To 
reduce the second peak of  death (the 2 hours peak – 22%) we must    

1

2
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continue to support the development of  pre-hospital EMS and in-
hospital emergency room care, the development of  trauma teams and 
trauma education, along with efforts on trauma system development 
to improve initial stabilization and expedite pathways of  transfer to 
definitive care for those who need. 

Special attention should be drawn to ICU availability: Concerning 
the 2 days peak of  mortality (13%), ICU treatment is of  paramount 
importance because mortality is increased due to severe head injury 
and aging of  the population. In the last decades we observed enor-
mous advances in resuscitation strategies, acceptance of  damage control 
and improvement in diagnostic technology. Now we must put more             
effort into researching the optimal management of  head injuries and 
old patients in the ICU environment. That recommendation is also      
important to deal with the latest 2 weeks peak of  mortality (12%) para-
mount to prevent infection and multiple organ dysfunctions.

3

the golden aPProaCh Paradigm

Trauma patients that arrive at the trauma centre with the life threatening 
events already treated (either in pre-hospital or first hospital) – golden ap-
proach – have a better outcome.

Recommendations: 

The design of  trauma systems should reinforce the ALS medically 
based pre-hospital team mainly in areas where the trauma centre is 
a long distance away. The pre-hospital presence of  an ALS team that 
is able to treat life threatening events improves transferred patient      
mortality even if  this prolonged time to trauma centre.

It is paramount to establish patient, family and society awareness about 
the burden of  trauma. Rehabilitation strategies that link the other       
elements of  the trauma system would be essential to close the loop of  
care for trauma patients.

A national trauma registry should be implemented. Only in that way 
further investigation on this or other subjects is possible.

4
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GLASGOW OUTCOME SCALE – EXTENDED 

1. Obedece a ordens ou fala? 
 Não – 2 – ESTADO VEGETATIVO
 Sim –  Passar à pergunta seguinte. 
2a. A ajuda de outra pessoa é necessária em alguns dos momentos ou actividades diárias (não era necessária antes do 
acidente)? 
 Não – Passar à pergunta 3. 

Sim - Passar à pergunta seguinte. 
2b. A ajuda necessária é na maior parte do tempo? 
 Não –  4 – DISFUNÇÃO GRAVE SUPERIOR

Sim – 3 – DISFUNÇÃO GRAVE INFERIOR
3a. Consegue ir ás compras sem ajuda? 
 Não – Passar à pergunta seguinte. 
 Sim - Passar à pergunta 4. 
3b. Antes do acidente ia ás compras sozinho? 
 Não - Passar à pergunta seguinte. 
 Sim - 4 – DISFUNÇÃO GRAVE SUPERIOR 
4a. Consegue viajar sem ajuda? 
 Não – Passar à pergunta seguinte. 
 Sim - Passar à pergunta 5. 
4b. Antes do acidente viajava sozinho? 

Não - Passar à pergunta seguinte. 
 Sim - 4 – DISFUNÇÃO GRAVE SUPERIOR 
5a. Consegue trabalhar como antes do acidente? 
 Não – Passar à pergunta seguinte. 
 Sim - Passar à pergunta 6. 
5b. Capacidade de trabalho neste momento? 
 1 – Redução da capacidade de trabalho 
 2 – Incapaz de trabalhar 
5c. Antes do acidente estava a trabalhar ou a procurar emprego? 
 Sim + 1 – 6 - DISFUNÇÃO MODERADA SUPERIOR

Sim + 2 – 5 - DISFUNÇÃO MODERADA INFERIOR
Não - Passar à pergunta seguinte. 

6a. Consegue manter o relacionamento social e as actividades de lazer como antes do acidente? 
 Não – Passar à pergunta seguinte. 
 Sim - Passar à pergunta 7. 
6b. Capacidade para participar em actividades sociais e de lazer? 
 1 – participa um pouco menos 

2 – participa muito menos 
3 – não participa 

6c. Participava nesta actividades sociais e de lazer antes do acidente? 
 Sim + 3 –  5 - DISFUNÇÃO MODERADA INFERIOR 

Sim + 2 –  6 - DISFUNÇÃO MODERADA SUPERIOR 
Sim + 1 –  7 – DISFUNÇÃO LIGEIRA INFERIOR
Não - Passar à pergunta seguinte. 

7a. Houve problemas psicológicos que resultaram em rupturas familiares ou de amizade? 
 Não – Passar à pergunta 8. 
 Sim - Passar à pergunta seguinte. 
7b. Características das rupturas 
 1 –  Ocasionais 

2 –  Frequentes 
3 –  Constantes 

7c.  Estes problemas com a família e amigos já existiam antes do acidente? 
 Não + 3 –  5 - DISFUNÇÃO MODERADA INFERIOR 

Sim + 2 –  6 - DISFUNÇÃO MODERADA SUPERIOR 
Sim + 1 –  7 – DISFUNÇÃO LIGEIRA INFERIOR

8a. Há mais algum problema relacionado com o trauma que o esteja a incomodar? 
Não – 8 – BOA RECUPERAÇÃO SUPERIOR 

 Sim – Passar à pergunta seguinte 
8b. Estes problemas já existiam antes do acidente? 
 Não – 7 – BOA RECUPERAÇÃO INFERIOR
 Sim – 8 – BOA RECUPERAÇÂO SUPERIOR 
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